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A. Introduction: the significance of supranational human rights review in the country 
case under study  
 
 
1. The significance of Strasbourg Court and the Convention as a subsidiary 

system in the UK 
 
The United Kingdom became a signatory to the European Convention on Human 
Rights in 1950 and the instrument came into force in 1953.  The right of individual 
petition was recognised by the UK in 1966 and while this was originally recognised 
for a period of five years, it has been renewed regularly.1  .This right of individual 
petition has provided the majority of cases coming before the European Commission 
and Court meaning that the Court has been asked to consider particularly specific 
infringements of human rights rather than large scale violations.  That said, it is clear 
that individual cases act to represent violations of rights which affect certain sectors 
or groups of the population and thus have repercussions for these wider groups too.2   
 
While the Convention is binding in international law on all its signatories, its status in 
relation to UK domestic law has traditionally been somewhat ambiguous.  Hence, 
although in many countries it is an automatic feature of international law in that it 
becomes part of the domestic law of the signatory of State in accordance with the 
hierarchy of norms provided by the State’s Constitution, this was not traditionally so 
in the UK.  The process of recognition was not automatic until the introduction of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA).  The Convention, like all other forms of international 
law, had not historically been incorporated into national law and therefore in cases of 
conflict between international and domestic law the courts were expected to apply the 
national provisions.  Consequently individuals have traditionally not been successful 
in introducing arguments based upon a violation of Convention rights in the domestic 
courts.3  
 
Yet, as with other international treaty obligations, the Convention had always been 
applicable in the interpretation of legislation.  This is because of the generally 
recognised principle of statutory construction that Parliament is deemed not to intend 
to legislate contrary to international obligations.  Where appropriate, therefore, the 
national courts endeavoured to interpret statutory law in the light of the Convention 
and the House of Lords in the case of Derbyshire County Council4 expressly indicated 
that where the law is either unclear or ambiguous, or regards a question not already 
ruled upon, then the courts ought to consider the implications of the Convention upon 
that question.    
 
As a result of this picture of the relationship between international and domestic law 
as it pertained to the incorporation of Convention rights in the UK prior to the HRA 
1998, individuals seeking to assert that their fundamental rights had been violated had 
little option but to take their case to the Strasbourg institutions as an alternative means 
of seeking resolution of their grievances.  This, alongside a strong domestic culture 
                                                 
1 Farran, S, The UK before the European Court of Human Rights – Case Law and Commentary. 1996, 
London, Blackstone Press, ch. 1. 
2 Ibid, p. 2. 
3 R v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Brind and others [1991] 1 All ER 720. 
4 Derbyshire County Council v. Times Newspapers Ltd [1992] 3 WLR 28. 
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and tradition of asserting civil liberties claims and the UK’s early signature of the 
Convention, has meant a substantial history of litigation against the UK before the 
European Commission and Court of Human Rights and has resulted in the UK having 
one of the worst records before the Court.5          
 
This historical picture has, however, changed in recent years.  The Human Rights Act, 
introduced in 1998 and coming into force in 2000, for the first time ever incorporates 
the European Convention into domestic law.  Introduced by the government as a 
project to ‘Bring Rights Home’ (Rights Brought Home: The Human Rights Bill, 1997) 
the legislation envisaged the domestic mainstreaming of human rights, making their 
protection a matter of routine and providing a core set of political and legal values 
against which the conduct of national public authorities must be measured. 
 
In terms of its potential to enhance the prospect of litigants (including women and 
other minority groups), the Act has been welcomed since it opens up a window of 
opportunity allowing previously unheard arguments to be put before the courts based 
upon alleged violations of fundamental rights.  It should also reduce the incidence of 
cases being taken to the ECtHR since it provides a domestic forum for the resolution 
of claims under the Convention.  That said, these advantages need to be measured 
along side some significant difficulties as regards the scope of the legislation – both 
the rights guaranteed and those to whom the act applies.  
 
In particular, the Convention, as incorporated into domestic law, seems a priori to 
cover only those violations of fundamental rights which are carried out by public and 
not private actors. It is well established that, in principle, international law agreements 
do not create obligations for private parties,6 but only for states, and the Human 
Rights Act itself is confined in its application to violations or rights carried out by 
public authorities.7  As a result, the HRA is concerned primarily with the review of 
executive action (i.e. that of public authorities and those private bodies exercising a 
public function) for its Convention compliance (s.6, HRA).  Consequently, concern to 
avoid an over-simplification of the public-private divide and the recognition that the 
abuse of the rights of minority groups may more usually occur at the hands of private 
individuals is not addressed by the HRA’s apparent lack of effect between non-state 
actors.  
 
Equally, the reality of any rights culture is that it produces competing rights claims 
requiring the judiciary to engage in a careful balancing exercise.  The increased 
involvement of the judiciary in the process of human rights dispute resolution 
deserves highlighting in so far as the new rights culture has seen a shift in the balance 
of power between the various organs of the State charged with ensuring the protection 
of fundamental rights.  Basically, the powers of the legislature and those of the 
                                                 
5 For example, figures for 2005 indicate that individual petitions from the UK resulted in 1,816 Court 
decisions and 284 Court judgments, including 135 judgments (67 against) under Articles 8, 9, 10, 11 
and 14.  Of the nine States included in the JURISTRAS project this puts the UK second behind Italy 
(on Court decisions), fourth behind Italy, Turkey and France (on Court judgments) and second behind 
Turkey (on judgments under Articles 8, 9, 19, 11 and 14). 
6 This is not to say that the application of international human rights law to private parties has gone 
unexplored: Clapham, C, Human Rights in the Private Sphere, 1993, Oxford: OUP. 
7 See Wadham, J and Mountfield, H, Blackstone's Guide to the Human Rights Act 1998, 1999, London: 
Blackstone Press, ch 5.  Nevertheless, see also, Hunt, M, 'The "Horizontal Effect" of the Human Rights 
Act' [1998] PL 423.   
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judiciary have altered in favour of the latter.  Unlike the application of Bills of Rights 
in other jurisdictions, the HRA maintains the core constitutional doctrine of the 
sovereignty of parliament - meaning that the judiciary may not directly disapply Acts 
of parliament.8  This at least ensures that legislative provisions which have been hard 
fought over in parliament cannot be directly overturned by an unelected judiciary.  
That said, legislators now face a heavy responsibility to give proper consideration to 
the question of Convention compatibility when proposing new statutes. Section 19 of 
the HRA requires the Minister in charge of the Bill to state either that in his/her view 
the Bill is compatible with the Convention rights or that s/he is unable to make a 
statement of compatibility but that nevertheless the government wishes parliament to 
proceed with the Bill. The statement must be made in writing and be published. The 
effect of this provision is clearly to focus the mind of legislators on their obligation to 
act in conformity with the Convention.  
 
In terms of the subsequent application of legislation by the courts, the maintenance of 
the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty does also need to be viewed alongside the 
innovation that some courts (the High Court and above) may now issue a ‘declaration 
of incompatibility’ (s.4(2), HRA).9 The declaration acts as a signal to Parliament and 
to the public at large, that in the court’s view a violation of a fundamental right has 
occurred.  While the courts strive to interpret statutory provisions in conformity with 
the Convention rights in order to minimise the need to have recourse to the 
'declaration of incompatibility', the Act also imposes an obligation on domestic courts 
and tribunals to interpret legislation, wherever possible, in a way which is consistent 
with the Convention rights10 and demands that they take account of the decisions of 
the Strasbourg institutions in doing so.11  While, therefore, it was noted above that 
only public authorities are obliged to comply with the terms of the Human Rights Act, 
the obligation upon the courts to interpret legislation in conformity with the rights set 
out in the Convention has the effect that the Convention will be potentially relevant in 
cases between private parties and in the development of rights under the common law.   
 
A declaration of incompatibility may then be remedied via a ‘fast-track’ procedure 
allowing the appropriate government minister to issue an Order amending the 
legislation (s.10, HRA)12 effectively cutting short parliamentary debate.  That said, a 

                                                 
8 Ewing, K.D. (1998) ‘The Human Rights Act and Parliamentary Democracy’, 62, 79-99; Ewing, KD. 
(2000) ‘A Theory of Democratic Adjudication: Towards a Representative, Accountable and 
Independent Judiciary’ Alberta Law Review, 38, 708-733; Feldman, D. (1999) ‘The Human Rights Act 
1998 and Constitutional Principles’  Legal Studies, 19, 165-206. 
9 Section 4(2) states that ‘[i]f the court is satisfied that the provision is incompatible with a Convention 
right, it may make a declaration of that incompatibility."  
10 Section 3(1) states that '[s]o far as it is possible to do so, primary legislation and subordinate 
legislation must be read and given effect in a way which is compatible with the Convention rights.' 
11 Section 2(1) states that '[a] court or tribunal determining a question which has arisen in connection 
with a Convention right must take into account any- 
(a) judgment, decision, declaration or advisory opinion of the European Court of Human Rights, 
(b)  opinion of the Commission given in a report adopted under Article 31 of the Convention, 
(c)  decision of the Commission in connection with Article 26 or 27(2) of the Convention, or 
(d)  decision of the Committee of Ministers taken under Article 46 of the Convention,  
whenever made or given, so far as, in the opinion of the court or tribunal, it is relevant to the 
proceedings in which that question has arisen.'  
12 Section 10 outlines a 'fast-track' procedure for the amendment of legislation in order to bring it into 
line with the protection of the right allegedly violated.  The appropriate Government minister will be 
able to amend the legislation by Order requiring the approval of both Houses of Parliament before 
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declaration of incompatibility cannot automatically force a change in the law.13 Any 
legislative provision declared incompatible remains valid until parliament decides to 
amend it.  While the government had considered the possibility of giving the judiciary 
the power to strike down legislation deemed to be incompatible with Convention 
rights, this was ultimately rejected on the ground that it would be an unwanted and 
perhaps even dangerous development.14  There is under s. 10 of the legislation now 
another situation in which a Minister can make a remedial order and this is where the 
European Court has made a decision in proceedings against the UK such that a 
legislative provision is incompatible with an obligation of the UK arising from the 
Convention. In this case the Minister may amend the law to remove a violation of a 
substantive right as interpreted by the Strasbourg Court.  
 
 
2. The importance of Arts. 8-11 and 14 and minority claims in the UK  
 
Not surprisingly UK litigants have brought cases under all aspects of the Convention 
including Articles 8-11 and Article 14 and these have had important implications for 
both the individuals concerned together with the wider groups and communities to 
whom these people belong.15   
 
The UK data set of cases which is being used to provide quantitative and qualitative 
data for this report currently comprises all the cases (judgments and decisions) in 
which Article 14 has been raised by litigants against the United Kingdom.16   The 
reason for selecting Article 14 cases only (rather than cases relating to minorities or 
immigrants more generally) is due to the large number of cases brought against the 
UK and the fact that cases raising Article 14 are particularly prominent.  Our database 
hence contains 92 Court judgments and 473 decisions raising Article 14 issues in 
conjunction with allegations of breaches of other Convention rights.17   

 
Table 1 below demonstrates that the most commonly raised article in ECtHR 
judgments and decisions against the United Kingdom is Article 8, which refers to 
cases seeking the right to respect for family life. It is followed in popularity by Article 
14, which guarantees the right to freedom from discrimination on the basis of sex, 
race, ethnic origin, language, religion etc. Article 10 (the right to freedom of 
assembly) is less commonly raised, but is still raised at least three times the amount of 
Article 9 (religious freedom and conscience) and Article 11 (freedom of association). 
The relative frequencies for judgments and decisions is remarkably similar. 
                                                                                                                                            
taking effect.  However, the minister is not obliged to make an Order, nor is Parliament obliged to 
approve it. 
13 Whitty, N.  Murphy T. & Livingstone S. Civil Liberties Law: The Human Rights Act Era, 2001, 
Butterworths, p.22. 
14 Ibid., p, 23. 
15 See the WP1 State of the Art Report for further details of examples of case law under these articles.  
16 The decision to limit the data set to cases raising discrimination claims under Art. 14 was taken in the 
light of the large amount of litigation against the UK and in order to create a manageable data set.   The 
data set is contained in the Annex to this report. 
17 A search of the HUDOC data base reveals that most judgments and decisions relating to the specific 
situation of immigrants indeed involve a claim based on Article 14.  Only 1 out of 4 judgments did not 
(the claim was based on Article 5) and 9 out of 19 decisions did not (claims were based on Articles 5, 
6, 8, 13 and 24).  Regarding the situation of minorities more generally, again most claims involve 
Article 14 with only 7 out of 17 judgments not raising this Article (claims involved Articles 2, 3, 6, 8, 
9, 10, 11 and 13).   
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Table 1. Importance of Articles 8-11 and 14 in cases against the UK  
 
Article Number of 

judgments 
Number of judgments 
raised in conjunction 

with Art. 14 

% Art.14 
judgements raised 

in conjunction 

Number of 
decisions 

8  104 44 48.9% 683 
9 4 4 4.4% 41 
10 27 12 13.3% 147 
11 9 1 1.1% 48 
14 90 N/A N/A 470 
  
 

In terms of substance, Article 8, the right to respect for private and family life, has 
been used on numerous occasions to support the rights of minorities and other socially 
disadvantaged groups, including those of homosexual men in criminalised 
relationships, those of transgender applicants seeking to marry someone of their new 
opposite sex and those of gypsies prevented from pursuing their traditional lifestyle.    
 
For example, in Dudgeon v. UK 4 EHRR 149 the relationship between homosexuals 
was held to be an aspect of private life and the law in Northern Ireland which 
criminalised male homosexual relationships was found to violate that right.  In a 
series of cases brought by transgender applicants the UK law on marriage which made 
it an impossibility for someone who had gone gender reassignment surgery to marry a 
person of their new opposite sex was unsuccessfully challenged in Rees v. UK Series 
A vol. 106 and Cossey v. UK Series A vol. 184.  The Strasbourg Court, however 
decided to change its jurisprudence in the light of changing social circumstances in 
the case of Goodwin v. UK [2002] 2 FCR 576 and found the UK to be in violation of 
Article 8.  In the case of Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali Series A vol. 94, no 
violation of the right to family life was found where, in the context of immigration 
law, the right of a wife to be joined by her husband was not protected in the same way 
as that of a husband to be joined by his wife.  In the case of Buckley v. UK the 
applicant, a gypsy, argued that an enforcement notice against her issued by the 
District Council for the removal of her caravans amounted to a violation of Article 8 
in so far as it prevented her from pursuing the traditional lifestyle of a gypsy.   The 
Commission took into account that the applicant was a gypsy with a particular 
lifestyle and that her complaint fell within the scope of the Article. It went on to find 
that her right had been violated and that this interference could not be regarded as 
necessary in a democratic society given that there was insufficient room on the 
official council sites for the number of gypsies in the area.  
 
Under Article 9, the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, cases have 
been brought by litigants representing a variety of religious faiths and beliefs: for 
example, minority faiths such as Druidism (Chappell v UK 10 EHRR 510), pacifism 
(Arrowsmith v UK 6 EHRR 558), veganism (H v. UK 16 EHRR CD 44) and 
recognised religions such as Islam (Ahmad v UK 4 EHRR 126) and religions practised 
by certain cults (Church of X v UK 1969 12 Yearbook 306).  Article 9 was not, 
however, found to extend to include the right to publish a blasphemous poem 
suggesting that Christ was a practising promiscuous homosexual (Gay News Ltd and 
Lemon). 
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Article 10, freedom of expression, has equally generated litigation affecting minority 
and other groups, especially those seeking a form of political expression.  In the case 
of Arrowsmith, mentioned above, the applicant, a pacifist, was convicted under the 
Incitement to Disaffection Act 1934 for distributing leaflets to troops stationed at an 
army camp, the contents of which were directed at trying to encourage them from 
serving in Northern Ireland. The applicant alleged that her right under Article 10 had 
been infringed.  The European Commission found that there was no doubt of this and 
the question was whether the interference could be justified under Article 10 para. 2. 
The government argued that the Incitement to Disaffection Act was necessary to 
protect national security, to prevent disorder and to protect the rights of others and the 
Commission accepted this view saying that the applicant’s sentence (seven months’ 
imprisonment) while severe was not in the circumstances so out of proportion to the 
legitimate aims pursued that this severity in itself could render the interference in 
Article 10 unjustifiable.    In the case of McLaughlin v UK 18 EHRR CD 84 the 
applicant claimed that he was prevented from having direct access to the broadcasting 
media as a result of the broadcasting ban covering any broadcast consisting of or 
including words where the speaker represented Sinn Fein or where the words 
supported or solicited support for Sinn Fein.  The Commission expressed the opinion 
that the applicant’s rights under Article 10 had been interfered with but that the aim of 
the restrictions was necessary in a democratic society bearing in mind the margin of 
appreciation permitted to States, the limited interference with the applicant’s rights 
and the importance of measures against terrorism.  
 
Under Article 11, the right to freedom of assembly and association, cases have been 
brought against the UK again regarding forms of assembly for the purposes of 
respecting the peaceful association of groups and minorities.  In the case of Chappell, 
mentioned already above, the right of Druids to celebrate the summer solstice at 
Stonehenge was claimed, although the interference in this right was found by the 
Commission to be prescribed by law within the meaning of Article 11 para. 2 for the 
purposes of public safety, preventing damage to the monument, preventing the risk of 
harm and disruption to the public and traffic.  Similar restrictions on chapel 
attendance for a prisoner held in a segregated unit were held to be justified under 
Article 11 para. 2 (App. No. 9813/82 v. UK 5 EHRR 513).   In Rai, Allmond and 
‘Negotiate Now’ v. UK (1995) 81 AD & R 146, the applicants were members of an 
organisation which sought to promote peace in Northern Ireland and in order to 
promote their views they requested permission to hold a rally in Trafalgar Square. 
This was refused on the grounds that it was Government policy to refuse permission 
for any public demonstration or meetings concerning Northern Ireland in Trafalgar 
Square.  The applicants complained that the ban infringed their freedom to manifest 
their beliefs in public, the right to freedom of expression and their right to freedom of 
peaceful assembly.  The Commission responded that the right of the individuals to 
peaceful assembly had been restricted, but the restriction was sufficiently ‘prescribed 
by law’ and fell within the Government’s margin of appreciation and was 
proportionate and justified.   
 
 
Article 14, which does not confer a free standing equality guarantee, but has instead to 
be used in conjunction with an alleged violation of substantive right under the 
Convention, has also been invoked on many occasions by UK litigants. Claims have 
involved, for example, the exclusion of a solicitor from interviews of terrorist suspects 
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in Northern Ireland (John Murray 18 EHRR CD 1), transsexuals (X,Y, and Z v. UK), 
disabled persons (Pretty v. UK), discriminatory treatment of certain forms of conduct 
but not others, eg sado-masochistic acts between consenting males compared to 
boxing (Laskey, Jaggard and Brown v. UK), and a band on broadcasting material 
favourable to Sinn Fein which did not apply to other political parties (McLaughlin v. 
UK 18 EHRR CD 84).  
 
A claim of race discrimination was successfully made out in the case of East African 
Asians v. UK (1994) vol. 78-A D & R 5 in which the husbands of applicants had been 
refused admission into the UK in circumstances in which wives would have been 
admitted. The applicants claimed that the immigration legislation being applied 
discriminated against them on the grounds of their race and colour.  The Commission 
responded that the legislation in question did indeed discriminate against the 
applicants and that ‘a special importance should be attached to discrimination based 
on race; that publicly to single out a group of persons for differential treatment on the 
basis of race might, in certain circumstances, constitute a special form of affront to 
human dignity…’.   
 
As far as sex discrimination is concerned, in the case of Abdulaziz, mentioned above, 
the applicants argued that they were victims of a practice of discrimination authorised 
by Parliament because men who were lawfully resident in the UK (even if not UK 
nationals) were entitled to be joined by their foreign wives while in order for a 
husband to join his wife he had to show that she was a citizen of the UK and Colonies 
who was born in the UK or whose parents had been born there. The Commission 
noted that the Government’s justification for this difference in treatment was to 
protect the domestic labour market in a time of rising unemployment but did not 
accept this view. Instead it concluded that there had been sex discrimination in 
securing the applicant’s right to respect for family life.  The Commission did not 
however find race discrimination accepting that most immigration policies do 
differentiate on the basis of people’s nationality and indirectly their race ethnic origin 
and possibly their colour.  The European Court, giving its opinion on the case, 
likewise was not convinced by the Government’s arguments regarding employment 
and the economic activity of men and women. It too concluded that the applicants 
were victims of sex discrimination (while agreeing with the Commission’s finding of 
an absence of race discrimination). 

 
 

 
B. Mobilizing European human rights law: patterns of litigation and legal 
mobilization  
 
 
1.    Resources and structure of legal support for individuals seeking to address 
rights claims in Strasbourg 
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Table 2. Organisations representing applicants (for cases in which there were 
judgments raising Art.14 

 
Name of company 

Frequency 
Percentage of cases 

No organization 71 78.9 
Liberty 6 6.7 
Child Poverty Action Group 2 2.2 
Madden & Finucane 2 2.2 
Times Newspapers Ltd. 2 2.2 
Addleshaw Booth & Co 1 1.1 
East Cornwall Citizens’ Advice 
Bureau 

1 1.1 

Investors and Prudential 1 1.1 
Legislation Support Unit, Gibraltar 1 1.1 
Messrs Wilson and Co. 1 1.1 
South Manchester Law Centre 1 1.1 
TRP Solicitors 1 1.1 
 
 
 
 
As Table 2 indicates, the majority of cases (78.9%) (of the judgments raising Art.14 
against the UK government) were brought by individuals and were not represented by 
NGOs or associations. Although only around one-third of the judgment case 
applicants raised Art.13 (exhaustion of domestic remedies) in conjunction with 
Art.14, the ECHR requires that all domestic remedies should be exhausted as a matter 
of procedure. Thus, applicants’ lack of satisfaction with the result of cases heard 
under the Human Rights Act 1998 may go some way towards explaining the 
relatively high number of cases against the UK government. 
 
There is some provision made in the UK to support individuals seeking to address 
rights claims in Strasbourg.  Liberty and the Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG) are 
the two NGOs that most frequently support cases brought against the UK in the 
ECtHR. Both state on their websites that they seek to use judicial means to ensure 
fairness either in the benefits system (CPAG) or generally (Liberty). One of the aims 
of CPAG is to ‘secure by judicial decision the interpretation of social security, tax 
credits and related law to promote the rights of claimants, and secure fairness in the 
system to ensure that benefits provision is as widespread and generous as possible’ 
and to do this through mounting legal test cases.18 Through mounting test cases, 
CPAG hope to deter unlawful practices, to help materialise standards of adjudication, 
to generate publicity, to maximise benefits to claimants and to highlight injustices if 
cases fail. CPAG actively seeks test cases by advertising them on its website and in its 
Welfare Rights Bulletin.19 
 

                                                 
18 CPAG (2008) ‘Aims and Objectives of the Child Poverty Action Group’, at http://www.cpag.org.uk/, 
accessed 10/4/08. 
19 www.cpag.prg.uk/cro/test,htm. 
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Liberty, also known as the National Council for Civil Liberties was founded in 1934.  
IT is a cross party, non-party membership organization at the heart of the movement 
for fundamental rights and freedoms in England and Wales. It seeks to ‘promote the 
values of individual human dignity, equal treatment and fairness as the foundations of 
a democratic society’. It does this ‘through a combination of public campaigning, test 
case litigation, parliamentary lobbying, policy analysis and the provision of free 
advice and information’ (emphasis added).20 
 
The engagement of these two human rights / welfare organisations in test case 
litigation makes it easy for us to identify test cases.  CPAG has a policy of seeking 
cases that will benefit not only the person pursuing the action, but others too.21 For 
CPAG, one of their main test cases was Willis v UK (2002). CPAG had been 
campaigning at least since the late 1990s to help to ensure widowers could receive 
equal payment upon the deaths of their wives as wives would have upon their 
husband’s deaths. It brought the Willis case to the ECtHR to challenge the British 
legislation that prevented men from claiming widow’s payments.  Brian Wilson and 
his wife were married in 1978 and had three daughters, born in 1980, 1981 and 1986. 
The applicant's wife died in 1993, aged 42 years. The applicant was the administrator 
of his wife's estate.  The applicant's wife was employed as a private caterer for at least 
three years and, while working, she contributed to the joint income of the marriage. 
She paid full, or possibly reduced, social security contributions as an employed earner 
until her death. The applicant, a solicitor, continued in full-time work and had to meet 
the expense of childcare from the existing family income. The applicant applied to the 
Benefits Agency for the payment of social security benefits, namely a Widow's 
Payment and a Widowed Mother's Allowance, payable under the Social Security and 
Benefits Act 1992 (“the 1992 Act”) but was told he was ineligible because of his sex. 
He was finally awarded £21,084.22 pending the introduction of the Welfare Pensions 
Reform Act and the case was struck out of the list.  
 
A related test case supported by CPAG was that of Runkee and White v UK (2007). 
Similar to the Willis case, Mr Runkee and Mr White applied for Widow’s Payment 
and Widowed Mother’s allowance, and the UK government was found to have 
violated Art.14 for discriminating against men and A1/P1 for denying the applicants 
their right to property on those accounts. However, this case differs because the 
applicants also contested the decision of the UK government to deny them payment 
of a Widow’s Pension. On this count, there was deemed to be no violation of the 
ECHR. This and later cases raising the same issue were thrown out of the court as it 
was deemed that the Widow’s Pension had a role to play in providing to women of a 
certain generation with supplementary income in order to correct “factual 
inequalities” between older widows, as a group, and the rest of the population. The 
court has since ruled that this difference in treatment was reasonably and objectively 
justified.  
 
In a similar, gender-related test case, Walker v UK (2002), Liberty supported Mr 
Walker, a 60-year-old pensioner who claimed that it was unfair that he should 
pay National Insurance Contributions (NICs) when a woman of his age would be 
                                                 
20 Liberty (2008) ‘About’, at http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk/about/index.shtml, accessed 
10/04/08. 
21 Smith, Roger (2003) ‘Test case strategies, public interest litigation, the Human Rights Act and legal 
NGOs’, JUSTICE, London.  
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exempt. Retirement ages for men and women have traditionally been 
differentiated in the UK: women retiring and 60 and men at 65, and the payment 
of NICs has been tied to these payments. In this case, the Court found that there 
had been no violation of Art.14 because the state had taken measures to equalise 
the retirement age of men and women, and the five year age difference was until 
recently justified in order to ‘correct factual inequalities’, to mitigate financial 
inequality and hardship due to women’s traditional role as carers. The ECtHR 
also failed to find a violation of Art.14 in this case because it considered it 
legitimate to link NICs to the end of working life, and because it considered that 
national authorities are in a better position than the ECtHR itself in determining 
appropriate revenues and taxes for states.  
 
Liberty had more success in a related test case, Grant v UK, in which it stood up 
for a male to female transsexual who was disallowed a pension at the age of 60 
even after being granted with a Gender Recognition Certificate under the Gender 
Recognition Act 2004. The court granted the applicant a pecuniary award from 
the time lapsed between the Goodwin v UK case (which recognised the new 
gender of transsexuals) and the present time, under Art.8, as the ECtHR 
considered that there was no separate issue under Art.14. 
 
Liberty has also worked on other gender-related cases, including an unsuccessful 
attempt to prove sexual discrimination and harassment (Fogarty v UK), and upon 
a successful cases raising Art.12, (B and L v UK) the right to marry and found a 
family. B and L were father-in-law and daughter-in-law who were prohibited 
from marrying under UK law initially designed to protect the integrity of the 
family and prevent sexual rivalry between parents and children. However, even at 
the time of the case, the UK government had made proposals for lifting the 
prohibition as it claimed that it did not serve a useful purpose in public policy.22 
On the subject of marriage, Liberty also helped P.M, an unmarried father, to 
claim tax-free benefits equal to those of a married father. 
 
The other, much-publicised, judgment case that Liberty was involved in was the 
case of A v UK, in which Liberty was seeking to challenge the right of Members 
of Parliament (MPs) to parliamentary immunity. A was a tenant in social housing, 
who had been dubbed a ‘neighbour from hell’ for alleged drug use and miscreant 
children. Her precise name and address had been announced by her MP in 
parliament, resulting in her identity being made public and leading to her 
receiving racial threats and hate mail. Liberty believed that it was inappropriate 
for the MP to have disclosed this information in a parliamentary debate. 
Nonetheless, the case failed to result in a violation partly because, in the words of 
Owens and White, ‘where the source of grievance is the legislation itself, 
requiring an effective remedy would be tantamount to allowing judicial review of 
the legislation’.23 Liberty was accused of trying to expose crusading MPs to the 
threat of the libel courts, although this was never its intention.24 
 
                                                 
22 Clare Ovey White and Robin C.A. White (2006) The European Convention on Human Rights, 
Oxford University Press, p.251. 
23 Clare Ovey White and Robin C.A. White (2006) The European Convention on Human Rights, 
Oxford University Press, p.471. 
24 Liberty (2002) A v UK and Parliamentary Privilege. Liberty website. 
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The two cases represented by the Belfast-based Madden & Finucane firms of 
solicitors were both in respect of Irish prisoners. This firm continues to work for 
those who suffered from prejudice for their Catholic beliefs during the troubles in 
Ireland.  According to Chambers, ‘Madden & Finucane maintains its reputation 
for advising claimants on civil liberties, human rights, data protection, freedom 
of information issues and challenges to the decisions of public bodies’.25 In 
November 2007, Madden & Finucane were pleased to announce that the ECtHR 
had judged that the Royal Ulster Constabulary had failed to properly investigate 
the murders of Irish men by a Loyalist gang and that they UK government had 
thereby violated the human rights of the victims’ families. 
 
In addition to human rights organisations using test-case litigation to support 
individual claimants, individuals themselves may seek support from independent 
solicitors, from Citizens’ Advice Bureaus or local law centres. A prospective 
client may approach a solicitor who will advise them on their case and complete 
the initial paper work and collect papers from the parties etc. As solicitors have 
not traditionally had rights of audience before the higher courts, they would then 
instruct a barrister to act as the advocate in the case. The barrister would then 
present the case in the Court. Barristers are alternatively called counsel, or QC 
(queens counsel) if they are senior barristers. Often there are legal advisors who 
may be solicitors or barristers, but need not necessarily have any professional 
standing. 
 
In the 40 cases for which we have judgments for cases against the UK 
government, not one solicitor, barrister, QC or legal advisor has represented more 
than four cases. The most frequently used barristers are Lord Anthony Lester 
(QC) and Mr David Pannick (QC), both of whom work for Blackstones 
Chambers, a legal practice with particular expertise in human rights. Lester and 
Pannick are joint editors of Butterworth’s Law Human Rights Law and Practice 
(2004) and are leading barristers in their field. According to Chambers 2008, 
Lord Lester is ‘one of the most knowledgeable and authoritable figures in the 
field of human rights’, and Pannick is a ‘star at the bar’, who ‘sits at the summit 
of his profession’. Other barristers used three times or more are Mr. M. Hunt and 
Mr. T. Eike. Mr E. Abrahamson is the only solicitor to have represented three of 
the cases against the UK government that have judgments. 
 
Although we have not provided a statistical breakdown of the organizations which 
assist individual litigants in decisions, it is interesting to note that amongst the 
decisions there are also a number of cases supported by another human rights 
organization, JUSTICE.   This is an all party law reform and human rights body 
which works to improve the legal system and quality of justice in the UK, in 
particular by promoting human rights, improving access to justice, improving criminal 
justice and raising standards of EU justice and home affairs.  Its members include 
barristers, solicitors, judges, voluntary sector workers, legal professionals and 
academics. It has also been behind major campaigns to promote legislative change, 
including the introduction of the HRA 1998, the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
and the Constitutional Reform Act 2005.   
                                                 
25 Madden and Finucane Solicitors, at http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/town/place/ger47/, accessed 
11/4/08, 
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Legal support in decisions is also given to litigants by a number of other specialized 
organizations who do not feature at the judgment stage. For example, the Joint 
Council for the Welfare of Immigrants and the AIRE Centre (Advice on Individual 
Rights in Europe) have intervened in decisions to represent clients in the field of 
migration.  Applicants in cases involving homosexuals are supported by homosexual 
reform groups such as Stonewall and Spanner.  Decisions involving children are 
supported by the Children’s Legal Centre in London and the Child Poverty Action 
Group. Cases involving gypsies and travellers are often supported by groups such as 
the Public Law Project, the National Gypsy Council, Hereford Traveller Support 
Group and the Romani Rights Association.  Mentally handicapped applicants have 
been assisted by the support group MIND.   Decisions involving political or electoral 
issues are often supported by political parties and those involving prisoners and 
applicants from Northern Ireland are sometimes supported by IRA related 
associations and the Irish Prisoners’ Support Group.  Some applicants in employment 
related cases are assisted by representation from trade unions (eg NALGO – the 
National and Local Government Officers Association) and some in 
newspaper/freedom of expression cases are supported by the newspaper itself (eg 
Times, Observer). A case concerning religious discrimination was supported by the 
International Society for Krishna Consciousness.  
 
A number of cases are supported by organizations which support individuals in the 
community, usually by offering free legal advice.  Amongst these, cases have come to 
Strasbourg in which litigants have been represented by the CAB as well as by local 
Law Centres (those in London are particularly active, eg Hackney, Hounslow, 
Camden).  Occasionally individuals are represented by legal academics.26 
 
 
2. Developments in the future 
 
The UK’s new Commission for Equality and Human Rights (CEHR) also has a 
mandate to assist litigants in pursuing equality and human rights claims.  This new 
Commission began its work on 1 October 2007 and so it is still early days to comment 
upon its effectiveness.  It does, however, carry on the work of the three previous 
equality commissions (the Commission for Racial Equality, the Disability Rights 
Commission and the Equal Opportunities Commission) which have now merged to 
become the CEHR.  The CEHR thus continues to assist litigants claiming racial, 
disability or gender discrimination. In addition its mandate now reaches other forms 
of discrimination, in particular that based on sexual orientation, age and religion or 
belief as well as the protection of human rights more generally.  Its status is that of a 
non-departmental public body (NDPB) established under the Equality Act 2006. As 
such it is accountable for its public funds but is independent of government.  

The CEHR can use its new enforcement powers to guarantee equality and to promote 
understanding of the HRA 1998.  In so doing it offers a number of specific services to 
litigants.  In partnership with the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service 
(ACAS), it will work with employers to facilitate their access to hands-on, practical 
                                                 
26 See further the final section of this report for more detailed information on the activities of NGO and 
other support organizations.  
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experience of equality good practice.  The EHRC’s disability conciliation service 
offers an alternative route to court action, when a breach of the Disability 
Discrimination Act may have occurred.  This entails using a rights-based approach to 
pursue claims of disability discrimination in relation to access to goods and services 
and post-16 education, and is designed to ensure that settlements are quick and 
effective. The focus is on changes to practices, policies and procedures, hopfully 
leading to lasting change for disabled people and not just compensatory payments.  
The Commission identifies appropriate cases for conciliation and refers them to an 
internal conciliation management unit which then assesses the viability of cases and 
encourages disabled people and service and education providers to agree to 
conciliation.  The EHRC also has responsibility for section 44 of the Race Relations 
Act, which sets out guidelines for giving financial assistance to other organisations.  
In this regard it can provide support for innovative projects which make a difference 
to racial equality and race relations locally.  

 

3.    The gender break down of litigants from the UK and the rights claims they 
tend to advance in the Strasbourg Court 
 
The balance of litigants and the minority rights that they bring to the ECtHR also 
show some gendered patterns. Males represent 57.8% of the litigants in our 92 cases 
against the UK government for which judgments were given, compared to 18.9% 
females, 14.4% with more than one applicant and both sexes present (mixed gender), 
4.4% male-to-female transsexuals, and a further 4.4% being associations. The issues 
that concern males are largely men’s rights (usually in relation to benefit), prisoner’s 
rights and political rights. For women, the main concerns are women’s rights and 
travellers’ rights. 
 
Table 3 below shows minority claims by gender of litigant. Just over one-fifth of the 
cases of male litigants involve male concerns, usually with regard to the benefits 
system, which they perceived to discriminate against them. The next largest area of 
concern for male litigants (approximately one-fifth of them) is for rights as prisoners, 
which is half as common amongst female litigants. Just under one fifth of the male 
litigants were concerned to protect their rights as political minorities, and just over 
one tenth were seeking rights as homosexuals or transsexual minorities. In 
comparison, none of our litigants who were female were seeking rights as 
homosexuals. Lesbians stood up for their own rights only in cases where they were 
joined with other applicants, at least one of which was always male. Whilst nearly 
one quarter of the cases brought by a mixture of male and female applicants were for 
homosexual rights, none of the female only applicant cases were. For female litigants, 
the most frequent cases seem to be on matters of women’s rights, followed by 
travellers / gypsy rights (17.6%), yet it is amongst the mixed gendered cases that 
travellers’ / gypsy rights are most frequent – usually being contended by couples on 
behalf of their families. All of the cases brought by male to female transsexuals 
concern themselves as a minority groups, and associations tend to be involved 
exclusively in political and economic affairs. 
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Table 3. Minority claims by gender of litigant (% for rows) 
 

Minority  

Prisoners 

R
eligious 

W
om

en 

M
en 

Im
m

igrants / 
nationality 

E
thnic m

inorities 

H
om

osexual / 
transgender 

T
ravellers / gypsies 

Political m
inority 

(e.g. IR
A

) 

E
conom

ic 

D
isability 

A
bused 

Male 
 

21.2 7.7 0 40.4 5.8 5.8 13.5 3.8 17.3 9.6 0 7.7 

Female 
 

11.8 11.8 47.1 11.8 11.8 0 0 17.6 11.8 5.9 11.8 11.8 

Mixed gender 
 

0 7.7 15.4 7.7 15.4 0 23.1 30.8 7.7 7.7 7.7 0 

Male to female 
transsexual 

0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 

N/A 
(association) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 25 0 0 

 
N.B Row percentages may add up to more than 100% because the categories are not 
mutually exclusive (e.g. it is possible to raise prisoner and political claims in 
conjunction with one another e.g. Magee v United Kingdom) 

 
 
Although the types of minority claims brought before the ECtHR vary considerably 
between males and females, there is little difference in terms of the complaints (Table 
4), although mixed gendered cases are more likely to bring cases to the Court when 
they consider that their right to private life has been violated. This is probably because 
of the high number of travellers’ rights and homosexual / transsexual cases brought by 
mixed gender litigants – both types of cases often involving families. In contrast, all 
of the cases in which the litigant was a male to female transsexual alleged a violation 
against their right to respect for their private lives. 

Table 4. Alleged violations for cases brought to the ECtHR by gender (% for 
row) 
 
 Alleged violation of the right to … 
 Private life Thought / 

religious 
freedom 

Freedom of 
expression 

Right to 
assembly 

Male 
 

59.6 1.9 11.5 19.2 

Female 
 

64.7 0 11.8 17.6 

Mixed gender 
 

69.2 0 0 7.7 
Male to female 
transsexual 

100 0 0 0 
N/A 
(association) 

0 25.0 50.0 50.0 
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N.B Row percentages may add up to more than 100% because the categories are 
not mutually exclusive (i.e. more than one right can be raised in tandem with 
others). Note also that all cases claimed violation of the right to live with freedom 
from discrimination on the basis of sex, race etc. (Art.14). 

 
It is interesting also to note also the gender breakdown of those representing 
litigants.  The solicitors and barristers involved in taking cases under Art. 14 are 
mostly male, with only 27.5% of named counsellors or barristers and 26% of 
solicitors being female.  
 
 
C. Assessing implementation and policy impact of ECtHR rulings   

 
 
1.  Actors and institutions involved 
 

Table 5 shows the proportion of violations against claims made in the judgments.  
Article 5a shows the proportion of claims deemed admissible in the judgments. By 
way of explanation, we can see by looking at the top row of Table 5 that Art.3 was 
raised in six cases. Of those six cases, violations of Art.3 were found in two. For cases 
raising Art.3, there were also found to be violations of Art.8 in three cases, and of 
Art.13 in two cases. The shaded boxes highlight violations for Articles in the cases in 
for which those Articles were raised. We analysed only one case raising Art.11, and 
there was a violation found. Art. 5 also has a high rate of violations – four out of the 
five cases raising Art.5 found a violation. The success of cases raising Art.14 is much 
lower (8%), with only seven of the 90 cases in which the Article was raised being 
found to have a violation of that article.   This may be because once the violation of a 
substantive Convention right has been found, the Court does not feel it is necessary to 
go on further and examine the Art. 14 complaint. 

 
Table 5. Articles raised against articles violated in the judgments 

 
Violated (violated/raised) Raised 

Art.2 Art.3 Art.5 Art.6 Art.8 Art.10 Art.11 Art.12 Art.13 Art.14 A1/P1 

Art.3 0/6 2/6 0/6 0/6 3/6 0/6 0/6 0/6 2/6 0/6 0/6 

Art.5 0/5 0/5 4/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 

Art.6 3/21 0/21 0/21 6/21 4/21 0/21 0/21 0/21 0/21 0/21 0/21 

Art.8 0/44 1/44 1/44 3/44 14/44 0/44 2/44 2/44 1/44 3/44 2/44 

Art.10 0/13 2/13 0/13 1/13 4/13 3/13 0/13 0/13 2/13 1/13 0/13 

Art.11 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 1/1 0/10 0/1 0/1 0/1 

Art.13 5/26 1/26 0/26 3/26 6/26 2/26 0/26 1/26 2/26 4/26 2/26 

Art.14 5/90 4/90 4/90 6/90 16/90 3/90 1/90 3/90 3/90 7/90 5/90 

A1/P1 0/28 0/28 0/28 0/28 2/28 0/28 0/28 0/28 0/28 4/28 5/28 
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Table 5a. Articles raised in decisions against cases deemed admissible27 
 
Raised Admissible 
Art.3 13/93 
Art.5 13/51 
Art.6 43/133 
Art.8 85/308 
Art.10 2/13 
Art.11 6/5 
Art.13 49/164 
Art.14 129/466 
A1/P1 53/154 
 

 

There does not appear to be a large distinction either between the finding of a 
violation for rights which are qualified or unqualified In the Convention, unqualified 
rights apply without derogation, whereas qualified rights allow the state to interfere in 
order to secure certain interests providing the law justifies it, and it is a necessary 
interference within a democratic society. Looking at the proportion of success rates by 
whether the rights are qualified or unqualified, the qualified rights do not have 
consistently lower success rates as we might expect (Table 6). This suggests that the 
UK government has not been especially successful at justifying interference with the 
human rights protected under the Convention. 

Table 6. Success of cases for which we have judgments for qualified and 
unqualified rights 

 
Art. Qualified or 

unqualified 
Proportion of cases 
(raised/violated) 

% success 
rate 

11 Qualified 1/1 100 
5 Unqualified 4/5 80 
3 Unqualified 2/6 33 
8 Qualified 14/44 32 
6 Unqualified 6/21 29 
10 Qualified 3/13 23 
A1/P1 Qualified 5/28 18 
13 Unqualified 2/26 8 
14 Unqualified 1/90 8 

 
Let us now turn to look in more depth at how judgments involving the qualified rights 
have challenged existing state policies and practice. These are key cases because they 

                                                 
27 It is not possible to give so much detail in table 5a for decisions as in Table 5 for judgments because 
it is not clear from the data which specific articles were deemed admissible, only which cases. 
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suggest that the UK government’s defence – in which it has considerably more 
discretion than for cases involving unqualified rights – had been thwarted, and 
because they generally challenge domestic policy or law making. The focus will be on 
the key Articles considered for this project, namely, Art. 8, 10 and 11. 

 
i. Key cases in which there were violations of Art. 8 
 
Of the 18 cases in which there were found to be violations of Art.8, seven of them are 
in respect of the rights of homosexuals and a further four are in respect of the rights of 
transsexuals. Four of the cases raising rights of homosexuals are with regard to the 
Armed Forces’ old policy of discharging homosexual employees from their posts, 
regardless of conduct (Lustig-Prean v UK, Smith and Grady v UK, Perkins and R v 
UK, and Beck, Cop and Bazely v UK). This policy was challenged by these judgments 
and has subsequently been amended in line with the ECHR and the Human Rights Act 
1998 (see Section D for details of amendments). 
 
In the three cases involving male to female transsexuals, each had completed gender 
reassignment surgery and sought to present themselves as males in society. I 
complained because her birth certificate registered her as a male and was not 
changeable and this discriminated against her when she was required to show it for 
administrative purposes such as applying for a loan or a job. Christine Goodwin 
expressed the same grievances, but also complained about the benefits system that 
continued to treat her as a man and that she was unable to marry. Grant complained 
about the benefit system not treating her as a woman. Although Grant was awarded a 
Gender Recognition Certificate in 2004, her complaint was about historical 
discrimination, as she had applied but been refused the benefits that would be 
available to a woman in 1997 and again in 2002, but failed to get a remedy in the UK 
Courts. ‘In so far as the Government sought to argue that no breach arose after the 
Christine Goodwin judgment, this was contrary to the House of Lords’ judgment in 
Bellinger itself and contrary to Convention case-law’.28 The Bellinger case had been 
found to violate Arts. 8 and 12, but the House of Lords had ‘deemed the formulation 
of legal norms to remedy that breach best left to Parliament’.29  
 
These successful cases, in which applicants were given financial settlements pending 
the introduction of new legislation or backdated from the time of their initial 
complaint in the UK Courts to the materialisation of the Gender Recognition Act 
2004, came after a couple of false starts, but with the balance of votes in the ECtHR 
changing gradually in favour of transsexuals. Although the Cossey case (1991) failed 
in the ECtHR, by that time, the UK government was criticised by the ECHR ‘for 
failing to keep the need for appropriate legal measures in this area under review in the 
light of scientific and societal developments and stressed the importance of all states 
doing so’. The trend towards acceptance finally materialised in the cases of I and 
Goodwin, in 2002. The general societal trend towards greater acceptance of 
transsexuals can be explained by the fact that these are ‘dynamic issues’, in that they 
can and have been ‘interpreted in the light of developments in social and political 
attitudes’.30   

 
                                                 
28 Paragraph 35 of the Grant v UK judgment. 
29 Paragraph 13 ibid. 
30 Ovey and White, p.47. 
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ii. Key cases in which there were violations of Art.10 
 
In the Sunday Times v UK case, the applicants complained against an injunction that 
prevented them from publicising a story about thalidomide and its effects on children. 
This had been a high profile public debate, with several pending law cases in the 
domestic courts between the Distillers (the manufacturers of thalidomide) and parents 
of affected children. The Sunday Times wrote an apparently balanced article on the 
topic, which was forbidden from being published as it was seen by the government to 
interfere with the proper administration of justice. The House of Lords had made the 
decision to bring the injunction and had threatened contempt of court. The applicants 
claimed that this was in breach of Art.10 and that the government should introduce 
legislation to overrule the decision of the House of Lords in order to bring the law of 
contempt of court into line with the ECHR. 

 
In UK domestic law, the Phillimore report sets out the terms of contempt of court as 
"a means whereby the courts may act to prevent or punish conduct which tends to 
obstruct, prejudice or abuse the administration of justice either in relation to a 
particular case or generally" and as existing to protect not the dignity of the judges but 
"the administration of justice and ‘the fundamental supremacy of the law’". It draws 
on Hunt v Clarke (1889) in which Lord Cotton had stated "If any one discusses in a 
paper the rights of a case or the evidence to be given before the case comes on, that, in 
my opinion, would be a very serious attempt to interfere with the proper 
administration of justice. It is not necessary that the court should come to the 
conclusion that a judge or jury will be prejudiced, but if it is calculated to prejudice 
the proper trial of a cause, that is a contempt, and would be met with the necessary 
punishment in order to restrain such conduct." Although the ECtHR agreed that the 
law was accessible and certain in this regard, it deemed that the injunction constituted 
illegitimate interference with the media’s duty to provide the public with information 
in a democratic society. It claimed that the article was moderate and well-balanced 
and that the information it provided was not outweighed by any social need. The 
ECtHR not only challenged the UK law in this instance, but also sought to ensure that 
that the Government and the applicant reached a friendly settlement within three 
months of the judgment. 

 
The other two cases in which violations of Art. 10 were found also related to the 
freedom of information. In both the Observer / Guardian v UK and Sunday Times 2 v 
UK, the applicants complained against injunctions that prevented them from printing 
details of the book the Spy Catcher, which contained politically sensitive information 
on M15. The same principles of domestic law were applied to these cases: injunctions 
and contempt of court. Although the domestic law itself was not challenged, the 
ECtHR decided that, once the book had been published in the USA, without 
restrictions on imports that there was little need to continue to pursue the interests of 
confidentiality. The UK government was challenged for seeking to maintain the 
reputation of M15 rather than the interests of national security and instructed to pay 
compensation and costs to the applicants. 
 
iii. Key case in which there was a violation of Art.11 
 
In the case of Wilson, National Union of Journalists and Others v UK, the applicants 
had been discriminated against through their refusal to relinquish collective 
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bargaining positions through their trade unions. Each applicant was faced with the 
choice of relinquishing trade union membership and collective bargaining or 
accepting a pay rise. All refused to accept their pay rises. The Employment Protection 
Act (1973) states that employees should not be prevented or deterred from joining a 
trade union. However, the employees seemed to breach this but without penalty, for 
the House of Lords had ruled that the action of the employers was not “action (short 
of dismissal”). After the House of Lords trial, the law was amended in the interests of 
employers via the Trade Union Reform and Employment Rights Act (1993), which 
implied that it was acceptable to discriminate against employees for choosing 
collective representation so long as the action taken was not beyond that which any 
reasonable employer would take. However, the Social Charter’s Committee of 
Independent Experts and the International Labour Organisation Committee on 
Freedom of Association had both criticised the UK government’s policy. The ECtHR 
ruled that bribing employees to renounce union members by offering pay rises was in 
breach of the Convention and the applicants were paid damages. 
 
 
iv. Greater respect for minority rights over time? 
 

There are some interesting patterns to be revealed by looking at minority rights claims 
over time, particularly from 1980 onwards (there were, in any case, only 3 judgments 
preceding 1981). Just under one-tenth of the judgment cases against the UK 
government took place in the decade 1981-1990, around a quarter were in the next 
decade (1991-2000), and just under two-thirds have been post 2000. Generally, as the 
decades progress, we see greater use of the ECtHR on a wider range of minority 
claims. In the 1980s, religious, male, ethnic, political and abused minorities cases 
were not judged in the ECtHR. By the end of the 1990s, disabled minorities were the 
only minority not heard. During the 2000s, though, all of these minorities were 
represented. In particular, there was a surge in male applicants seeking redress for the 
unfair benefits system (Table 7). 

 
Table 7. Minority claims by decade (% for rows) 
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1981-1990 
 

14.3 0.0 14.3 0.0 28.6 0.0 14.3 14.3 0.0 42.9 1.0 0.0 

1991-2000 
 

25.0 8.3 8.3 12.5 12.5 8.3 20.8 8.3 28.5 8.3 0.0 8.3 

Post-2000 
 

10.7 8.9 12.5 37.5 3.6 1.8 14.3 10.7 
 

12.5 5.4 2.0 7.1 
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Table 8. Outcomes of sexuality / transsexual cases for which there are judgments 
(which raise Art.14) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Looking particularly at cases involving sexuality / transsexuals, we can see a general 
trend for greater sympathy in the ECtHR, with more cases resulting in a violation, and 
a greater tendency for cases to be decided by unanimity rather than majority voting. 
Post-1999, all cases from judgments regarding sexuality / transsexual have found a 
violation and have been unanimously agreed (Table 8). This reflects the political and 
social tendency for homosexual and transsexual activity to be regarded as acceptable, 
and the principle of ‘dynamism’ with regard to such issues.   
 
 
v.     The role of the UK Joint Committee on Human Rights 
 
It is important to flag up also the important role played by the UK’s national Joint 
Committee on Human Rights in terms of national institutional support for the 
implementation of ECtHR decisions.  This Committee is made up of members of both 
the House of Commons and House of Lords and reports to both Houses.  It acts to 
consider matters relating to human rights in the UK which, while not involving 
consideration of individual cases, involves making proposals for remedial orders to 
put an end to human rights violations.  While the Committee of Ministers of the 
Council of Europe is charged with the supervision of the implementation of final 
judgments of the ECtHR,  the reports of the UK Joint Committee on Human Rights 
make it clear that there is a renewed focus on the importance of national 
implementation measures because of concerns about the speed, effectiveness and 
transparency of the Committee of Ministers process. Hence, the Committee acts to 
advise and guide parliament in its role of scrutinizing at national level the 
Government’s performance of its obligations arising following a judgment in which 
the ECtHR has found the UK to be in breach of the ECHR.   
 
 
 
2.  Assessing implementation 
 

DUDGEON 1981 Yes Majority vote
X. , Y. AND Z. 1997 No Majority vote
SHEFFIELD AND
HORSHAM 1998 No Mixed unanimity and majority voting on different Articles

LUSTIG-PREAN
AND BECKETT 1999 Yes Unanimous

SMITH AND GRADY 1999 Yes Unanimous
A.D.T 2000 Yes Unanimous
SUTHERLAND 2001 No Struck out the list
I 2002 Yes Mixed unanimity and majority voting on different Articles
CHRISTINE
GOODWIN 2002 Yes Unanimous

PERKINS AND R. 2002 Yes Unanimous
BECK, COPP AND
BAZELEY 2002 Yes Unanimous

BROWN 2003 No Struck out the list
B.B 2004 Yes Unanimous
GRANT 2006 Yes Unanimous

14 14 14 14

Case name Year of case

Violation
on at least
one article Outcome
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In the UK, the work of the Joint Committee on Human Rights works in such a way that 
its proposals for ‘general measures’ are those which subsequently go on to change the 
relevant law, policy or practice to put an end to any continuing breach which are 
particularly within the remit of the national Committee.  The key concern expressed by 
the national Committee in relation to implementation of ECtHR decisions is that the 
Lord Chancellor, with ministerial responsibility for co-ordination of the 
implementation of ECtHR judgments has been rather tardy in responding to calls for 
effective domestic implementation.  It is suggested that central coordination by the new 
Ministry of Justice could improve the current domestic mechanism for implementation 
of judgments.  

 

In 2007 a number of issues were particularly monitored by the Committee as a result of 
recent judgments against the UK including lack of remedy for negligent breaches of 
privacy, trials of civilians by military tribunals and the adequacy of judicial review. 
Issues previously monitored include imprisonment for non-payment of fines/debts, 
prisoner voting, transfer of prisoners, binding over orders, limits on the right to marry, 
access to information and delay in criminal proceedings.  The 2007 report also reviews 
delays in implementation concerning the investigation of use of lethal force, adverse 
inferences from silence, corporal punishment of children, security of tenure for 
gypsies, consent to medical treatment and the rights of the mentally ill.31 

 

i. Review of Resolutions 
 

This section of the report reviews the twenty-eight Resolutions32 from cases in which 
Art.14 was raised, and is further illustrated with more recent developments in law and 
policy. In many cases, there seem to be a mixture of restricted individual and general 
measures. The most common individual measures are payment of friendly-settlements 
or for pecuniary damage, costs and expenses. There have been a number of general 
measures including legislative change and amendment of policies, which will now be 
outlined. 

 
Following cases in which widowers have complained of not being entitled to the same 
benefits of widows (as expressed in the Resolutions concerning the Atkinson, 
Cornwell, Crossland, Fielding, Leary, Loffelman, Rice, Sawden and Willis cases), the 
UK government introduced the Welfare Reforms and Pensions Act 1999, which has 
provided the same benefit payments to widowers as to widowers since April 2001. 
Instead of widows’ benefits, there is now a gender-unspecific Bereavement 
Allowance. In addition, due to the complaint by Crossland about tax reduction for 
widows following bereavement, the government introduced section 34 of the Finance 
Act 1999, which abolished Section 262 of the Taxes Act 1988, which used to provide 
tax relief for widows but not widowers. Following the Runkee and White case, 
supported by CPAG (see above), the Widow’s Pension was abolished for women 
whose spouses had died after 9 April 2001 and has never been available to men. The 

                                                 
31 House of Lords, House of Commons, Joint Committee on Human Rights, ‘Monitoring the 
Government’s Response to Court Judgments Finding Breaches of Human Rights’, Sixteenth Report of 
Session 2006-07 (HL Paper 128; HC 728). 
32 These resolutions are the ones that resulted from a HUDOC search for resolutions raising Art.14. 
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Court also held that it was not unreasonable for the UK government to introduce 
reform to Widow’s Pensions slowly.33 On 16 March 2008, 16 cases, each calling for 
fairness in the treatment of men in the payment of Widow’s Pensions were deemed 
inadmissible. Although the grounds for judiciary complaint are now fairly firmly 
settled, CPAG continues to provide advice for widower’s seeking benefit.34 
 
Whereas a complaint brought to the ECtHR regarding the unfairness of pensionable 
ages differing between men and women (65 years for men, 60 years for women) 
resulted in a disfavour to women by equalising the age of retirement to 65, Michael 
Matthew’s complaint of the lack of free travel for men aged 60 when it was available 
to women at that age was successful. The Travel Concessions (Eligibility) Act 2002 
now allows for both men and women to obtain a free bus pass at the age of 60.  
However, section 126 of the Pensions Act 1995 provides for a gradual step-up in the 
retirement age for women (rather than a step-down for men) beginning in 2010, to be 
fully equalised by 2020. 
 
A number of Resolutions state the general measure of the introduction of the Armed 
Forces Code of Social Conduct Policy Statement, which now makes it possible for 
homosexuals to work in the armed forces, and protects them against mistreatment or 
bullying. The following cases were deemed resolved by this measure: Beck, Copp and 
Bazeley, Lustig-Prean and Beckett, Perkins, and Smith and Grady. The Committee of 
Ministers was satisfied with this general measure, especially because the Lustig-Prean 
and Beckett case had also received extensive press coverage and reflected a general 
public mood in favour of the outcome. Furthermore, as a result of violations and the 
implementation of the Human Rights Act, the government introduced, in January 
2000, the Armed Forces Discipline Act 2000, which lifts the ban on the employment 
of homosexuals in the Armed Forces. A House of Commons Research paper claims 
that this was in part due to the ECHR: 

 
The implementation of the Human Rights Act 1998, which incorporates the 
provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights into domestic statute 
law, has initiated a further review of the SDAs through the Armed Forces 
Discipline Act 2000.35 

 
Another resolved case involving a homosexual was that of B.B who had been arrested 
for homosexual sex with a minor. He complained about discrimination in the light of 
the different legal ages of consent between homosexual partners (was 18 years) and 
heterosexual partners (16 years). This was resolved by the Sexual Offences 
(Amendment) Act 2000, which equalised the ages of consent for heterosexual and 
homosexual couples. 
 

                                                 
33 See also The Lawyer, ‘ECHR upholds Lords’ decision to refuse widow’s benefit to widowers’, 28 
May 2007, available via www.thelawyer.com/cgi-
bin/item.cgi?id=126131&d=pndpr&h=pnhpr&f=pnfpr, accessed 10/04/08. 
34 See, for example, CPAG’s briefing on ‘Benefits for Widows’, available at 
www.cpag.org.uk/cro/Briefings/0700widowers.htm, accessed 10/04/08. 
35 Mark Oakes, 2003, The Armed Forces Bill, House of Commons Research Paper 01/03. Available at 
http://www.parliament.uk/commons/lib/research/rp2001/rp01-003.pdf 
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In two resolved cases (Devenney and Devlin), Irish employees or contractors had 
complained about their inability to gain employment or contracts due to their being 
issued with Section 42 certificates, preventing them from working in the interests of 
national security, due to their status as Irish Catholics. The general measure 
implemented in this case was a right of judicial appeal against Section 42 certificates 
under Rule 7 of the Tribunal (Procedure) Rules 1999 (part of the Northern Ireland 
Act). Irish Catholics have also complained about mistreatment in prison, or about the 
length of proceedings. Following the case of Ireland v UK (1971), the COM accepted 
Prime Minister Edward Heath’s general promise that torturous interrogation would 
not be used again in the UK, and he introduced a series of measures to ensure that 
prisoners would be properly treated. The Fulton and Arrowsmith cases raised 
complained about the length of proceedings for Catholic detainees, and was resolved 
with the general measure that the Director or Public Prosecutions had been instructed 
to expedite trials and promptly dispose of pending proceedings following the 
Judicature (Northern Ireland) Act 1978.  
 
Outside of Ireland, there have been other reforms of the prison system in response to 
ECtHR judgments. Cabellero was denied bail pending his trial due his previous 
record. His case was resolved by implementation of Section 25 of the Criminal 
Justice and Public Order Act (1994) and the Crime Disorder Act (1998), which was 
modified to ensure that there is fairness and no prejudice in the granting of bail. The 
Hussain case, in which a Pakistani prisoner was unable to retain a review of his 
sentence was resolved by introducing new sections of the Crime (Sentences) Act. As 
an individual measure, the release of the prisoner was granted. In the Medway and 
Ball case, the applicants were detained in mental hospital without their consent and 
without a review. This, and the case of X, was resolved by new legislation, yet the 
Resolution does not specify what this legislation was.  
 
A case involving immigrants (Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balikandal v UK) has been 
resolved through changes to Immigration Rules that came into force in August 1985 
allowing husbands married to legal female residents to enter and permanently reside 
here. Prior to this changes, wives of legal residents were allowed to enter and reside 
in the UK, but not husbands. The COM was satisfied with the resolution of the case 
of East African Asians as the UK government had allowed UK passport holders to 
enter, had increased annual immigration quotas and had allowed husbands to remain 
with their wives. The COM has, however, accepted lesser measures in their 
Resolution for the Varey case, in which a violation had been found against the 
enforced eviction of gypsies. The couple were given settlement money, but general 
measures seemed necessary. 
  
From a review of the Resolutions issued by the Committee of Ministers, it seems that 
the kind of general measures accepted in order to close a case are often legal changes 
that will prevent the violations from occurring again. In several cases, though, the UK 
government is given more leeway, especially where there likelihood of threats to 
national security. Whereas prisoners and detainees now have more rights than before 
through a number of new policies, there are still procedures in place that restrain their 
rights if the government deems it necessary in order to protect national security. A 
good example is with regards to the issuing of Section 42 Certificates, as happened 
during the troubles in Northern Ireland. These can now be contested by judicial 
review, but they have not been abolished and still could be applied in a discriminatory 
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manner.  This demonstrates the UK authorities’ continuing view of the need to apply 
security measures and to restrict fundamental rights where threats are made to the 
nation.  This stance is maintained since it largely receives public approbation.    
 
With the exception of cases brought by prisoners and gypsies, we generally see a 
model of implementation resting mid-way between restrictive policy application (with 
some reform) and complete policy application (with complete institutional change). 
More often than not, these seem to prevent the possibility of recurrent violations from 
similar cases.  
 
However, where prisoners and gypsies are concerned, we have more of a tendency to 
witness contained compliance (with individual measures only – as applicable to the 
Varey gypsy case) or recalcitrant compliance where the reforms in the general 
measures are more tokenistic or pre-emptive (as in the Devenney and Devlin cases).  
This may be explained by the fact that the situations of these minority groups tend to 
be viewed unsympathetically by the general public and therefore the UK authorities 
are not troubled by having to adopt a vote winning stance in their treatment of these 
groups.  Contained compliance in these cases, it is suggested, is all that the general 
public seeks and thus there is no need to further amend what are often quite restrictive 
domestic polities.   
 
 
ii. Analysing lists of general and individual measures 
 
A second take we have on the implementation of individual and general measures 
comes from looking at the records contained in two documents produced by the 
Council of Europe that list general and individual measures adopted to prevent new 
violations of the ECHR. These documents amount to a ‘stock-taking of measures 
reported to the Committee of Ministers in its control and execution of the judgments 
and decisions under the convention’.36 They list cases that are now closed / settled. 
Here, we quantitatively analyse the general and individual measures listed for cases 
brought against the UK government in which any one of Arts.8 and 10-14 were found 
to have been violated.  
 
Forty nine cases against the UK government, raising the Articles of concern to this 
project were listed in these documents. Forty of them listed at least one general 
measure, and just nine of them listed at least one individual measure. This confirms 
our finding based on a review of the resolutions – that it is more common for the UK 
government to err towards complete policy change than contained compliance. 
 
In half of the cases that were solved with general measures, parliamentary legislation 
has been enacted to prevent future violations, and in 37.5% of them, executive action 
has taken place (Table 7). Other Acts implemented or amended as a result of 
Strasbourg judgments that have not already been mentioned are the Special 
Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC) Act, the Northern Ireland Act Tribunal 
(Procedure) Rules 1999, Criminal Law Act 1977, Children Act 1989, Homosexual 
Offences (Northern Ireland) Order 1982, Access to Personal Files (Social Services) 
                                                 
36 Council of Europe (2006) ‘General Measures adopted to prevent new violations of the European 
Convention on Human Rights’. J/Exec (2006)1, Last update May 2006. And Council of Europe (2006) 
‘List of individual measures adopted’.  Both documents are available on the HUDOC website. 
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Regulations 1989, Interception of Communications Act 1986, Courts and Legal 
Services Act 1990, Employment Act 1982, Contempt of Court Act 1982, Marriage 
Act 1983 and the Education (No.2) Act 1986. 
 
Weaker forms of implementation, such as publication of judgments or resolutions are 
much less common. Although it appears as if cases involving homosexuals and 
transsexuals have been subject to weaker implementation, such as publication of 
resolutions or judgments, this is not so true as it appears from the quantitative data. 
Publication of the Forces Code of Social Conduct Policy Statement was a dramatic 
policy change allowing for homosexuals to be legally employed in the armed forces 
for the first time and was used to resolve all of the cases in which homosexuals had 
been dismissed from the armed forces due to their sexuality. Prisoners’ rights are now 
more protected by administrative measures and executive actions than they used to be, 
yet, as discussed above, it is true that there is more discretion here than an absolute 
policy change would allow for. Examples of administrative measure and executive 
actions introduced to resolve violations of Arts 8 and 10-13 include guidance notes on 
and changes in the correspondence regime of prisoners and changes to the practice of 
disciplinary tribunals. In only two cases do we see changes in jurisprudence to prevent 
future judicial interference, both with regard to prisoners. As a result of the Farrant, 
Glea, Cost, Smith and Steve v UK case, The House of Lords judgment of Raymond v 
Honey (1983) removed the prohibition of prisoners instigating private criminal 
proceedings, and removed the restriction on correspondence for this means. Due to 
the Bryne and Others case, in R v Secretary of State for the Home Department ex 
Parte Anderson, the simultaneous ventilation rule, which prevented prisoners from 
having legal representation or the assistance of a friend or advisor in private criminal 
proceedings was disapplied.37 On the basis of the information we have on closed, 
cases, it appears that national judges infrequently re-orient their interpretations in line 
with Strasbourg judgments; the legislative changes, including those of the Human 
Rights Act 1998 seem more much more important. Practical measures and 
dissemination are no more popular as remedies than changes in jurisprudence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
37 See Jones, S. (1984) ‘Justice in Prison: Mr Anderson makes his point’. The Modern Law Review, 
47(5):587-93. 
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Table 9. General measures by minority categories 
 

Number of cases representing these minorities39  
 
Type of general measures38 

 
% cases with 

general 
measures 

Prisoners 

M
en 

W
om

en 

Im
m

igrants 

H
om

o-/trans- 
sexuals 

Political 

D
isabled 

Parliamentary legislation 50.0 5 6 0 3 1 2 1 
Executive action 37.5 9 1 2 2 2 0 0 
Changes in jurisprudence 5.0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Administrative measures 7.5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Publication of judgment / resolutions 12.5 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 
Practical measures e.g. recruiting judges 2.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dissemination 5.0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
 
 
Individual measures (beyond payment to settlement fees to the applicants) have been 
rarely used, with the only exception being measures concerning the right to residence, 
which is often used to solve complaints raised by immigrants. This included measures 
such as the issue of an entry certificate, granting of permanent residence permits, or 
granting passports. A restitution of right to property was made in just one case, and a 
special measure in another. The restitution of right to property was made in the case 
of Baggs v UK, who was refunded money from his noise blighted property by 
Heathrow Airports Ltd. Such would not prevent future recurrent violations, and 
provides a good example of contained compliance. The special measure was payment 
in lieu of not being eligible for Widow’s benefit in the Crossland v UK case.  In none 
of the 49 cases analysed for this section of the report were the following methods 
used: speeding up / concluding pending proceedings, reinstatement of an applicant in 
his rights, official statement of innocence, modification of a sentence by an 
administrative measure, modification of criminal record, special refunds and 
reopening up of domestic proceedings; again, perhaps evidence that the UK 
government prefers to comply at least recalcitrantly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
38 The data used in this table and the terminology used (‘executive action’, ‘administrative measure’ etc 
is taken directly from the codification used in the HUDOC data base, documents Council of Europe 
(2006) ‘General Measures adopted to prevent new violations of the European Convention on Human 
Rights’. J/Exec (2006)1; Council of Europe (2006) ‘List of individual measures adopted’.  Please not 
that as it is possible for a case to be settled by more than one measure, some cases may be counted 
more than once under the different headings.   
39 Minority categories such as religious, ethnic, travellers / gypsies, economic and the mentally or 
physically abused are not included in this table because none of the cases listed in the tables analysed 
included reference to these groups. 
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Table 10. Individual measures by minority categories 
 

Number of cases 
representing these 

minorities40 

 
 
Type of individual measures 

 
% cases with 

individual 
measures 

Prisoners 

M
en 

W
om

en 

Restitution of right to property 11.1 0 1 0 
Measures concerning right to residence 77.7 0 3 7 
Special measures 11.1 1 0 0 

 
 
iii. Progress towards implementation 
 

In addition to the cases for which there are Resolutions and those which have been 
closed, we also have a list of pending cases, the implementation of which are still 
being investigated by the CoE. Here we discuss those that cover Arts 8 and 10-14. 
These are useful to consider because they provide more detail about the progress that 
UK government is making towards implementation and the measures required in 
order to close a case. 

 
For example, in the Dickson case, there was found to be a violation of Art.8 because a 
prisoner who had been married to his wife for a number of years, was denied the right 
to a family through artificial insemination. The applicant had been transferred to an 
open prison and might have been given the right unescorted home leave. Information 
was being awaited on general measures to be taken by the government to prevent 
future violations.  In J.T., the applicant complained that, as a mentally ill detained 
person, she was unable to change the person appointed as her nearest relative. The UK 
government claimed that it would amend the Mental Health Act of 1993 to allow such 
patients the right to contest their nearest relative. The Committee were seeking further 
information on the entry into force of the Mental Health Act 2007.  In the Connors 
case, the UK government was found guilty of violating Art.8 in respect to a gypsy 
family, who were evicted from their own land. The eviction was not regarded as 
justified by a pressing social need, or proportionate to the legitimate aim being 
pursued. The Housing and Regeneration Bill 2007 was introduced in order to ensure 
security of tenure for gypsies and travellers on local authority sites, and the Housing 
Act 2004 allows judges to suspend eviction orders proposed by local authorities. The 
CoM is awaiting progress on these measures.  Each of these cases illustrates a general 
trend towards which the UK government is seeking measures that will assist with the 
implementation of Strasborg judgments and prevent future violations, even if its 
reactions are often tardy. 
 

                                                 
40 Minority categories such as religious, ethnic, travellers / gypsies, economic and the mentally or 
physically abused are not included in this table because none of the cases listed in the tables analysed 
included reference to these groups. 
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D. From implementation to legislative and policy change  
 
Table 11. Main policy areas (from cases raising Art.14 for which there are 
judgments) 
 

Policy area Frequency Percentage 
Discrimination against men 
(usually with regard to benefits) 

24 26.7 

Political disputes (e.g. IRA) 15 16.7 
Prisoners / detainees 14 15.6 
Homosexual / transsexual rights 14 15.6 
Women’s rights / issues 10 11.1 
* Travellers’ / gypsy rights 9 10 
* Economic claim 8 8.9 
* Religious minorities 7 7.8 
Immigrants / nationality 7 7.8 
* Abused or injured 6 6.7 
* Ethnic minorities 3 3.3 
Disabled or ill 3 3.3 

 
* policy areas for which we have no evidence of 
execution by way of general or individual measures41 
ie none of the cases involving these minorities were 
in the databases of ‘closed cases whci listed general 
and individual measures. 

 
The main policy areas from cases raising Art.14 are shown in Table 11, listed in order 
or popularity with the frequency being counted by the number of cases for which 
there are judgments raising Article 14.   But which ones tend to lead to policy change? 
Judging by evidence presented in Tables 10 and 11, from ‘closed’ cases that have 
been executed, the policy areas least likely to result in change seem to be those 
involving gypsies / travellers, economic claims, religious minorities, the abused and 
ethnic minorities. These minorities are asterixed in Table 9, and are among the less 
common of policy areas to be brought by applicants to the ECtHR with regards to a 
claim under Art.14. The other minority areas seem to be successful in achieving 
implementation of new legislation that protects their rights. 
 
It seems that the Court’s case law promotes more inclusive policies towards the rights 
of certain types of minority individuals, particularly with regards to gender, sexuality 
and prisoners. Is this because we have stronger political mobilization of a human 
rights discourse in these areas than in others? We now discuss NGOs and associations 
and the extent to which they appear to use the ECHR to advance their cause. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
41 ie none of the cases involving these minorities were in the databases of ‘closed cases’ which listed 
general and individual measures.  See further the documents referred to in fn 35.  
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Other
For the disabled

Immigrants / 
minorities rights 
group

Childrens' support 
group

Irish / Catholic 
support group

Prisoner support 
group

Homosexual 
rights 
organisation

Gypsy / traveller 
support group

General 'justice' 
organisation

Law Centre

Citizens Advice 
Bureau

Type of organisation

 
1. NGOs and Associations 
 
Each organization mentioned as being a representative, advisor or intervener in cases 
taken to the ECtHR raising Art.14 (including decisions and judgments) against the 
UK has been classified as one of ten types of organisation as shown in Figure 1.42 
Nearly one-quarter are law centres. The next most popular types of organisation are 
general rights organisations such as Liberty or Justice. Homosexual and prisoner 
rights organisations each account for around 10% of the organisational types. 
 
 
Figure 1. Types of organisation that support individuals or groups taking cases 
to the ECtHR against the UK. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please refer to Annex 1 below for an analysis of the websites of the various NGOs 
and groups which assist applicants in making claims of human righst violations both 
nationally and in Strasbourg  
 
 
 
2. Media analysis of Guardian articles that mention the European 

Convention of Human rights and / or the European Court of Human 
Rights 

 
 

In this final section we seek to demonstrate the domestic impact of the ECtHR in a 
broader and more popular fashion, ie we examine the impact not so much in terms of 
implementation and policy change but in terms of the influence of public discourse 
and debate.  The purpose is to show the way in which the ECHR and Court judgments 
influence domestic discourse on human rights and in which particular directions.  To 

                                                 
42 If an organisation was mentioned more than once it was only coded once. 
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do this, the electronic archive of the Guardian website43 was searched for articles 
mentioning the ECHR and / or the ECtHR over the past four years, beginning in 
January 2003 and ending in April 2008. The variables recorded include the date of 
publication, the author(s), the title, whether the article referred to a domestic court 
case or to an ECtHR one, which Articles of the convention were mentioned in the 
article, which minority groups (if any) were affected by the human rights issue under 
question, which associations / NGOs were involved and in what capacity, the name of 
solicitors and barristers, and a short description of the case.  The list of articles 
referred to is included in the data base of articles which is reproduced as a separate 
document to this report and the articles referred to here are listed in that document by 
number.   
 
Of course we must be aware that this media analysis does not necessarily general 
reflect public opinion and understanding on human rights law in the UK. The 
Guardian presents a much more left-wing view of human rights law than the tabloid 
press that is circulated considerably more widely.44 In several articles, the Guardian 
reports cite examples of how the Human Rights Act (1998) and the ECHR have been 
heavily criticised by the tabloids; namely for their supposed pandering to the demands 
of prisoners and immigrants who, according to tabloids, should not be granted equal 
human rights to national British citizens. One of the headlines of Blunkett’s column in 
the Sun, for example, read ‘Bewigged menaces who make the law look like an ass’ 
(article number 427). Indeed, Phil Shiner, Human Rights lawyer of the year in 2005, 
was the victim of a hate campaign in the Daily Mail after standing up for the rights of 
asylum seekers and terrorist suspects (newspaper article 215). As will become clear, 
the majority of articles have focused upon immigration / asylum policy and counter-
terrorism legislation. The government’s current plans to introduce 42-days internment 
without trial for terrorism suspects is part of a much longer and fascinating battle 
between the judiciary and parliament that was aptly described as a game of ‘ping-
pong’ in one media article (number 246). Whilst in office as Home Secretary in 
2003/4, David Blunkett attempted to impose a 90-day internment period, but was 
thrown off course by a House of Lords ruling in the light of the ECtHR.  
 
 
i.  The extent of coverage 
 
The ECHR might not sound like a hot topic for the press, but it has, perhaps 
surprisingly received considerable coverage in the Guardian, with 541 articles found 
over the 64-month period for which data has been collected. The coverage, however, 
has not been equally spread over the 64 months but rather represents a pattern of 
peaks and troughs (see Figure 2 below). The troughs can mostly be explained by the 
holiday season: when parliament was in recess, or during the Christmas period, but 
the peaks seem to coincide with the announcement of controversial legislation. The 
biggest peak was in February 2005, shortly after Charles Clarke, then Home 
Secretary, announced his controversial plan for control orders for terrorist suspects. 
The next largest peak, in February 2003, coincided with a lawsuit and human rights 
                                                 
43 http://www.guardian.co.uk/ 
44 In April 2008, the Guardian had just 3.1% of the daily newspaper market. This compares to over 
50% for the tabloids combined (The Sun [27.7%], Daily Mail  [20.5%], Daily Mirror [13.1%], Daily 
Star [6.5%] and the Daily Record [3.5%]). Source: Audit Bureau of Circulation. Figures available at 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/abcs, accessed 11th June 2008.  
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campaign against David Blunkett’s (the predecessor of Charles Clarke) plans under 
the Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act (2002) to deny benefits to asylum 
seekers. Again, there were a relatively high number of articles referring to the ECHR 
published in October 2005, around about the time that Charles Clarke unleashed his 
plans for Memoranda of Understanding, designed to protect deportees from human 
rights abuses on their return to the UK, but which did not, according to human rights 
NGOs and judges in the High Court and Lords, protect deportees from torture. The 
slightly lower peak of July 2006 is around the time at which judges in the High Court 
quashed the control orders on several terrorist suspects claiming that it violated their 
right to liberty. A barrage of criticism from the Home Office followed this and the 
Home Office unsuccessfully appealed against the decision. In all though, 2004 and 
2005 were the two years with the most media coverage on the ECHR / ECtHR, with 
105 articles in 2004 and 115 in 2005, compared to just 75 in 2007. 
 
 
Figure 2. The Guardian’s coverage of articles mentioning the ECHR / ECtHR by 
month 
 

 
 
 
 
ii. The reporters 
 
The most prolific Guardian journalist on this topic is Clare Dyer, the Legal Editor for 
the paper, who single-authored 112 of the articles, and co-authored several more. The 
next most outspoken journalist on the ECHR is Richard Norton Taylor, who is the 
Security Affairs Editor. He has 27 single-authored articles on the subject as well as 
several co-authored ones. Other authors with between 5-9 articles are Matthew 
Tempest (9), Audrey Gillan (7), Chris Tryhorn, Dan Tench, Edgar Forbes, Hugh 
Muir, Jamie Doward and Rosie Cowan (each with 5).  
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iii. Types of cases mostly frequently referred to 

 
All but two articles explicitly mentioned the ECHR, but far fewer explicitly referred 
to the ECtHR (just 31, 5.7%).  Three fifths of the stories discussed a case in the 
domestic courts within the UK. Of the cases that mentioned a domestic court case, 
most took place in the High Court (58.8%), but nearly one-fifth (19.2%) took place in 
the House of Lords. Just fewer than one fifth were in the Court of Appeal, and a 
significantly smaller amount were heard at Crown Courts, tribunals, or in an 
unspecified place. Only 8.9% of the articles referred specifically to an ECtHR court 
case or judgment. Table 12 shows that most of the cases referred to prisoners / 
criminals, immigrants and ethnic minorities. 
 

Table 12. Types of minorities cited 
 
 % of 

articles 
n 

Prisoners / criminals (including 
detained or on house arrest) 

42.0 227 

Immigrants 32.0 173 
Ethnic minorities (when not 
immigrants) 

10.0 54 

Political issue (e.g. Iraq war) 9.6 52 
Religious persons 5.5 28 
Abused 3.9 21 
Homosexuals / transgendered 3.7 20 
Disabled or ill 2.2 12 
Women 2.0 11 
Travellers 1.5 8 
Economic claimants 1.3 7 
Men (when discriminated against) 1.1 6 
 
It is interesting to crosstabulate the types of minority claimants against the Articles of 
the ECHR that were mentioned in the newspaper articles. In doing so, we can see that 
most of the cases raising Art.3 (the right to freedom from inhumane or degrading 
treatment) are in reference to immigrants and prisoners. Indeed, most of the stories 
about immigrants related to their detainment as terror suspects because they were both 
prisoners and immigrants conterminously. Art. 5, the right to liberty, and Art.6 the 
right to a fair trial were also most frequently mentioned in relation to prisoners and 
immigrants. Most of the cases raising Art.9, the right to freedom of conscience and 
religion, were, unsurprisingly in respect of the religious and sometimes of ethnic 
minorities. Arts 11 and 13 were barely mentioned and Art.14, discrimination, was 
most frequently mentioned in relation to stories about prisoners and immigrants, but 
considerably less so than Arts.3,5,6. 
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Table 13. Arts mentioned in newspaper articles by types of minority (% for rows) 
 

A
rt. 

%
 new

spaper 
articles 
m

entioning A
rt. 

Prisoners 

R
eligious 

W
om

en 

M
en 

Im
m

igrants 

Ethnic m
inorities 

H
om

osexuals / 
transsexual 

Travellers 

Politics 

Econom
ic 

D
isabled 

A
bused 

3 27.4 75.7 5.4 0.7 0.0 73.6 12.2 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 6.1 
5 31.6 90.1 4.7 0.0 0.0 76.0 7.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 0.0 1.2 2.3 
6 30.3 79.9 6.1 0.0 1.2 65.9 5.5 0.0 0.0 4.9 1.8 0.6 3.0 
8 27.5 29.5 3.4 2.7 3.4 23.6 4.7 10.1 4.7 5.4 0.7 1.3 1.3 
9 2.6 0.0 87.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.7 0.0 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 15.2 19.5 2.4 1.2 2.4 1.2 12.2 7.3 0.0 13.4 3.7 1.2 0.0 
11 1.7 22.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 77.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 2.2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 58.3 33.3 8.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 23.7 39.1 8.6 1.6 2.3 41.4 10.2 9.4 5.5 0.8 3.9 1.6 1.6 
Total 100 42.0 5.2 2.0 1.1 32.0 10.0 3.7 1.5 9.6 1.3 2.2 3.9 
N 887* 227 28 11 6 173 54 20 8 52 7 12 21 
*This figure is higher than the total number of articles because of the possibility to mention several 
Arts in one newspaper article. It is for the same reason that row percentages total to more than 100%. 
 
 
 
Cases reported at least seven times that mention the ECHR or ECtHR include: 
 
• Six Algerian terrorist suspects / nine Algerian terrorist suspects / ten Algerian 
terrorist suspects (47). This was an ongoing battle between the judiciary and 
parliament concerning the legality of control orders placed on terrorist suspects. 
• Iraqi families / Military Families Against the War (18). This was a battle against 
the government concerning the legality of the Iraq war, raising Art.2 (the right to life). 
• Mousa (12). This concerned the debate about whether the ECHR covered the 
behaviour of the British troops outside of the UK regarding their use of torture 
techniques on Iraqi prisoners. 
• J, F, D, M, B and Q (asylum seekers stripped of state benefit) (9). This was a test 
case challenging the legality of immigration legislation that seemed to leave asylum 
seekers in a degrading and inhumane condition once their benefits had been removed. 
• The Countryside Alliance (8). The Countryside Alliance seemed to try every 
single legal avenue possible to prevent fox hunting from being criminalised, although 
never was it clear exactly how their plea related to the ECHR. 
• Hirst (8). This was one of the few ECtHR cases mentioned, concerning the debate 
over whether prisoners should have the right to vote in elections. 
• Natalie Evans (7). Natalie Evans was infertile and unsuccessfully sought to use 
the courts (including the ECtHR) to change the Human Fertilization and Embryology 
Act, which disallowed the use of fertilized embryos in the absence of consent from 
both parents.   
 
More information on these cases may be found in Annex 2 which offers a qualitative 
analysis of the data discussed here in quantitative terms. 
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Table 14. NGOs and newspaper coverage of ECHR 
 

Type of 
organization 

%
 new

spaper 
articles 
m

entioning 
organisation of 
this type 

Prisoners 

R
eligious 

W
om

en 

M
en 

Im
m

igrants 

Ethnic m
inorities 

H
om

osexuals / 
transsexual 

Travellers 

Politics 

Econom
ic 

D
isabled 

A
bused 

Law Centre 3.1 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 37.5 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 12.5 
General justice 
organization 

41.5 66.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 60.0 16.3 4.0 1.0 10.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 

Gypsy / traveller 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10
0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Homo / trans 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Prisoner support 5.0 83.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.3 
Children’s’ 
support 

0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Immigrants / 
minority 

5.0 25.0 8.3 0.0 0.0 100.
0 

8.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

For disabled 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.
00.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.
0 

0.0 

Other 40.7 13.3 12.
2 

3.1 0.0 11.2 6.1 1.0 0.0 19.4 0.0 6.5 5.1 

NB. Newspaper articles that did not mention a single NGO or organisation are excluded from this part 
of the analysis. 

 
General justice organisations get by far the most press coverage on the topic of the 
ECHR.  They have been particularly well covered in relation to stories about the 
human rights of prisoners / criminals and immigrants (Table 14). More specialist 
groups seem to get more coverage in their own smaller fields. All of stories in which 
an immigrants / minority rights group was mentioned were, for example, in relation to 
immigrants’ / minority groups’ rights. Each of the three stories that mentioned a 
homosexual rights organisation discussed Art.14 in the context of discrimination 
against homosexuals. 
 
The most frequently mentioned organisations were (the numbers in brackets refers to 
the number of stories mentioning each particular organisation): 
 
• Liberty (62), mostly focused on the topic of control orders, as described in the 
WP3 draft report. Also involved in cases in which people had stood up for their right 
to protest in the exclusion zone around parliament under the Serious Organised Crime 
and Policing Act (2004). 
• Amnesty International (23), also mostly on control orders. 
• Countryside Alliance (12) trying to get the Hunting Act revoked. 
• Justice (11), also mostly on control orders.  
• Military Families Against the War (11). This organisation was involved in seeking 
an inquiry into the legality of the Iraq war, raising Art.2 (the right to life) because its 
key members had lost family members during the Iraq conflict which it considered to 
have been an illegal war. 
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• Animal Defenders International (7). ADI was seeking to overturn Section 3 of the 
Communications Act, which it claimed was discriminatory for not allowing political 
campaigns to show adverts.  
• Prison Reform Trust (5). For prisoners rights. 
• Disability Rights Commission (4) 
• Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants (4). Involved in campaigns, alongside 
Liberty, for the rights of immigrants when asylum legislation resulted in removal of 
welfare benefits. 
• Peace Tax Seven (4). This group sought, under Art.10, the right to withhold taxes 
unless it could be guaranteed that the money would not be spent on the war effort in 
Iraq. They were ultimately unsuccessful.  
• Stop the War Coalition (4), supported Military Families Against the War. 
• Unlock (4). For prisoners rights. 
 
Of the 167 stories that mentioned an organisation, 20.9% were reports on court cases 
in which the association itself was the applicant, 10.1% in which it was reported that 
the association intervened, and 16.8% in which the association represented an 
applicant(s). In the remaining 52% of stories, the articles did not make reference to a 
specific law case or organisation, or the organisations were not closely involved with 
the cases. 
 
Five human rights lawyers stand out as being mentioned more than others. Phil Shiner 
was mentioned in eleven stories, Ms Gareth Peirce (strange name, I know, but Gareth 
is female!) in seven, Rabinder Singh in seven, Cherie Booth in four and Tim Owen in 
four. Phil Shiner, who represented the Iraqi families (see more detail below in the 
qualitative part of these research notes), won the Human Rights Lawyer of the Year 
Award in 2004, awarded jointly by Liberty and Justice (newspaper story number 188). 
 
See Annex 2 for further information on the qualitiative content of the media stories.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In summary, the report suggests that despite the great deal of litigation instigated 
against the UK government and the relative successful incidence of complaints, the 
government is seeking measures that will assist with the implementation of Strasborg 
judgments and prevent future violations.  That said, its response often comes late 
rather than never.  Cases which seem most likely to trigger a positive response from 
the government are those where the salience of the issue (partly as a result of social 
and organizational mobilization) seems to be greatest.  As a result cases which seem 
least likely to result in change are those involving gypsies / travellers, economic 
claims, religious minorities, the abused and ethnic minorities.  These may be viewed 
as groups who are the most marginalized in society and groups for whom there is a 
general lack of national public support.  Additionally cases involving prison issues 
appear difficult to resolve because of the large number of detainees in the UK (in 
comparison with other European countries) and because of outdated, poorly managed 
prisons.  Cases involving the Irish conflict are also difficult to solve because of the 
government’s habitual obsession with ‘terrorism’. Other minority claims such as those 
involving gay and transsexual rights have been the subject of big and successful 
national campaigns and tend to follow international trends towards acceptance.  These 
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seem to represent the areas most likely to result in the implementation of new 
legislation that protects rights to gender and sexual equality. 
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Interviews reports still to be included  
 

Mr Murray Hunt (Legal Adviser, Joint Committee on Human Rights) 

Mr Rabinder Singh QC (Barrister, Matrix Chambers, high profile national human 
rights lawyer) 

Ms Cherie Booth QC (Barrister, Matrix, high profile national human rights lawyer) 

Mr Michael Mansfield QC (Barrister / human rights lawyer) 

Solicitor representative from Bindmans, London (leading firm specializing in human 
rights/migration) eg Dr Julia Sohrab 

Mr Stephen Sedley LJ (Court of Appeal judge) 

Director or other representatives from Liberty and JUSTICE (possibly Shami 
Chakrabarti – Liberty, Roger Smith – JUSTICE) 

Representative from the Commission for Equality and Human Rights 

Representative from the Ministry of Justice/Department of Constitutional Affairs 

Lord Lester QC (member of the Joint Committee on Human Rights and frequently 
involved in HR litigation in Strasbourg) 

UK representative from Committee of Ministers 
 
Representatives from sample interest groups (eg Stonewall, National Gypsy Council, 
Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants, AIRE) 
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Annex 1 Analysis of websites 

 
This section of the report is based on qualitative analysis of the websites of each of 
the organisations represented in Figure 1. Websites were found using the Google 
search engine. Once the website was located, the content of the website was searched, 
using either the website’s internal search engine, or using an advanced search in 
Google,45 for references to the ECHR and / or the ECtHR.46 
 
Citizens Advice Bureaux 
The Citizens Advice Bureaux is a network of 433 independent Citizens Advice 
Bureaus. It provides free legal advice at over 3,000 outlets including prisons, GPs 
(General Practitioner, medical doctors) surgeries and community centres. According 
to its website, it is a service that ‘helps people resolve their legal, money and other 
problems by providing free information and advice from over 3,000 locations, and by 
influencing policymakers.’47 In addition to advising applicants taking their cases to 
the ECtHR, it responds to consultations and seeks to change policy in the interests of 
welfare and human rights. It, for example, responded to the consultation document the 
government prepared in advance of the Civil Partnership Act (2004) (Getting Equal: 
Proposals to Outlaw Orientation Discrimination in the Provision of Goods and 
Services). It regards itself as being ‘in an ideal position to make a positive 
contribution to debate, policy development and remedies in tackling unfair 
discrimination’.48 
 
Law Centres 
Most law centres are affiliated to the Law Centres Federation, which aims to provide 
free advice on a number of social issues from welfare rights, through to education and 
consumer rights. The Law Centres Federation itself has a link to the ECtHR website, 
and regards ECtHR to be an avenue for seeking rights when the domestic courts fail 
to result in an effective remedy. Some of the law centres that were involved in cases 
raising Art.14 against the UK, especially those that have high numbers of ethnic 
minorities in their constituencies, focus more specifically on the rights of 
disadvantaged peoples. Hounslow Law Centre, for example, claims to provide a ‘free 
legal service in the main social welfare areas of law’, especially to ‘those most 
disadvantaged in society’.49 Similarly, Hackney Law Centre works to ‘ensure that 
disadvantaged people are able to gain access to their legal rights in matters of 
housing, homelessness and social services, immigration and asylum.’50 In wealthier 
areas with a lower proportion of ethnic minorities, law centres seem to focus on issues 
such as debt, personal injury, women’s rights, housing and welfare in more general 

                                                 
45 To search within a website using Google, the ‘site:search’ function was used. For example, to search 
for reference to the ECHR within the website of the National Aids Trust, which is at www.nat.org.uk, 
the following search term was used: <European Convention Human Rights site:www.nat.org.uk>. 
46  Please refer to section B1 above for further details on the frequency of intervention of the groups 
mentioned. 
47 Citizens Advice (2008) ‘About us’ at http://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/index/aboutus.htm, accessed 
21/4/08. 
48 www.citizensadvice.org.uk, accessed 22/4/08. 
49 www.hounslowlawcentre.org.uk, accessed 22/4/08. 
50 www.hclc.org.uk, accessed 22/4/08. 
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terms (e.g. Islington and Camden Community Law Centres51). The Student Law 
Office has also supported cases, and even won a friendly settlement for a client 
challenging discriminatory welfare benefits. Student Law Offices work very much 
like professional solicitors firms except that the work is carried out by students 
working under the supervision of lawyers. The University of Northumbria Student 
Law Office has supervisors who specialise in human rights.52 Although local law 
centres have supported several cases in the ECtHR, none of their web pages provide 
information on these cases. Neither does it appear that the see the ECtHR as a key 
focus of their work. 
 
The Public Law Project is an exception in this regard. The Public Law Project is ‘a 
national charity which aims to improve access to public law remedies for those whose 
access is restricted by poverty, discrimination or other barriers’. It represented a ‘rare 
social security case’ on behalf of Sarah Francis, with the outcome that a carer of a 
child under a Residence Order now has the same entitlement as adoptive and birth 
parents to a Sure Start Maternity Grant. The case emphasised the need to follow 
Art.14 of the ECHR.53 It also provides guidance on how the Courts can be used to 
advance the rights of individuals, including a section which stresses ‘the right to 
enforce the provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights in Strasbourg 
remains an option if the domestic court finds that no breach of an Article has 
occurred, or where parliament does not take steps to amend the law, following a 
Declaration of Incompatibility by that court.’ 54  
 
General human rights organisations 
 
Liberty’s intervention in the Goodwin and I cases consisted of preparing a 
comparative review of the legal status of transsexuals, which proved that the UK 
lagged behind other countries.55  Liberty also works to ensure that ECtHR judgments 
are implemented and ECHR principles are adhered to. It does this partly through 
responding to consultations on bills that have implications for human rights but also 
through campaigns. In 2001, it responded to the Armed Forces Bill, asking for it to be 
strengthened to meet the ECHR allowing for a fair trial by an independent tribunal for 
all members of the armed forces.56 It also responded to the Criminal Justice Bill 2002 
claiming it needed modifying in order to bring it into line with Arts 5 and 6 – liberty 
for the innocent and the right to a fair trial. Furthermore, it provided a briefing on the 
Gender Recognition Bill (2003) noting that it was still discriminatory because of the 

                                                 
51 www.islingtonlaw.org.uk, and www.cclc.org.uk. Paddington and South Manchester Law Centres 
have similar remits. See www.smlc.org.uk for more information on South Manchester Law Centre. 
Paddington Law Centre does not appear to have a website. The websites for these law centres were 
accessed on 22/04/08. 
52 www.northumbria.ac.uk/sd/academic/law/ourprogs/lpc/slo/?view=standard. 
53 Jones, Sarah (2005) ‘Rare social security case win in the Court of Appeal under the Human Rights 
Act’, available at www.publiclawproject.org.uk/downloads/PressRel-Francis.pdf. Accessed 22/04/08. 
54 Public Law Project (2006) ‘How can public law help me?’ Public Law Project Information Leaflet 1. 
Available at http://www.publiclawproject.org.uk/downloads/HowPubLawHelpMe.pdf, accessed 
21/4/2008. 
55 Liberty (2002) Annual Review 2002, Liberty. 
56 Liberty (2001) ‘Armed Forces Bill – Evidence to the Select Committee’ available at www. 
Liberty.org.uk, accessed 22/4/08. 
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time limit of six months on interim gender recognition certificates, and that pension 
entitlements had been removed for transsexual men.57  
 
One of its more recent campaigns has been for decent conditions for detained asylum 
seekers, in which it particularly raised concerns over conditions in Harmondsworth 
Detention Centre (HDC). In the Autumn of 2006, the Chief Inspector of Prisons, 
Anne Owers, released her report on the conditions within HDC, which she considered 
to be more like a high security prison rather than a detention centre. Details of the 
report were released on the television, and staff at HDC tried to prevent detainees 
from watching it. This led to riotous conditions, including burst water pipes and fires. 
During the ensuing fracas, detainees were looked into flooded rooms in terrible 
conditions. Liberty sought to persuade the Home Secretary to investigate the 
conditions under Art.3 of the ECHR. In Autumn 2007, Liberty was judicially 
reviewing the Home Office for its failure to hold a review of the conditions at HDC, 
and it started a campaign asking its supporters to write to the Home Secretary 
demanding a public inquiry.58 On a similar theme, it campaigned against proposals in 
the Asylum Bill to restrict asylum seekers’ right to food, housing and money tokens. 
 
Liberty has also been campaigning against Control Orders that were introduced as 
part of the Crime and Security Act. It claimed that the clause allowing foreigners 
suspected of terrorism to be detained without trial was discriminatory. The House of 
Lords agreed that it was discriminatory, but the outcome was worse than Liberty 
could have hoped for: instead of removing the right to detain without trial for foreign 
nationals, it was instead applied to everyone who was suspected of terrorism 
regardless of nationality.59 Although by 2007 the House of Lords had criticised 
Control Orders, it had not condemned them. In its newsletter, Liberty commented that 
‘let’s hope the European Court in Strasbourg will be more critical of these 
unprincipled measures’.60 
 
The AIRE Centre seeks to provide information and advice on international human 
rights law. It seeks collaboration with other NGOs working on human rights in order 
to prevent duplication of effort. In addition to supporting cases in the ECtHR, it also 
provides advice on the ECHR because it considers that it ‘affects your rights’. It 
particularly focuses on providing information for employees, ligitants in UK courts, 
for immigrants and with respect to family law. For example, with regard to 
immigration law, it recommends raising Art.3 and/or Art.8 of the ECHR to prevent 
deportation, giving examples of successful cases. In addition, it has a database of 
family law, covering issues from divorce to transsexual families with information on 
court cases including ECtHR ones.61 
 
Justice is the British section of the International Commission of Jurists. It works to 
promote human rights and seeks to improve the legal system and access to justice. Of 

                                                 
57 Liberty (2003) ‘Liberty’s briefing on the Gender Recognition Bill for the 2nd reading in the House of 
Lords’ available at www.liberty.org.uk, accessed 22/04/08. 
58 Liberty (2007) ‘Disturbance at Harmondsworth Detention Centre’, Liberty, Winter 2006, p.4. Gask, 
Alex (2007) ‘Harmondsworth – The Full Story’, Liberty, Winter 2006, p.4.  
59 Liberty (2007) ‘Unfair, unsafe and unworkable: Two years of Control Orders, Liberty, Spring 2007, 
p.3-6. 
60 Liberty (2007) ‘Lords lukewarm on control orders’, Liberty, Winter 2007, p.3.  
61 Aire Centre Website (2008) at www.airecentre.org/rights_index.html, accessed 22/04/08. 
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all the websites researched, it has the highest number of references to the ECHR, with 
over 387 hits resulting from a Google advanced search. These documents include 
summaries of law cases and briefings on government Bills that have implications for 
human rights and seem to Justice to breach Convention requirements. Examples of 
briefings include those on asylum policy, identity cards, Control Orders, deaths in 
custody, extradition and the Serious Organised Crime and Policing Act (2006).62 
More fundamentally, it has been campaigning to ensure that the UK government 
ratifies Protocol 12 to ensure that the rights of all who suffer discrimination are 
protected, rather than just those which are covered by the Convention.63 
 
The Committee for the Administration of Justice exists in order to realise its goal of 
achieving a ‘peaceful society in Northern Ireland where the human rights of all are 
protected’. It is part of the International Federation of Human Rights. It seeks to 
‘secure the highest standards in the administration of justice in Northern Ireland by 
ensuring that the government complies with its responsibilities in human rights law’64 
including, of course, European law. It engages in research, writes reports, monitors 
human rights litigation and campaigns for fair prison conditions and on other issues 
such as policing, use of lethal force, application of emergency laws, the criminal 
justice system, children’s rights, gender equality, racism, religious discrimination and 
advocacy for a Bill of Rights. It has produced submissions in response to government 
bills, especially those concerning terrorism, and to the Committee of Ministers. It 
continues to argue in its responses to terrorism legislation that emergency arrest 
procedures, as most recently manifest in Control Orders, are misplaced and have a 
‘shaky legal basis’. In 2008, it expressed, in a submission to the CoM in relation to 
supervision of cases concerning security forces in Northern Ireland, a request for an 
improved procedure to review the lawfulness of the use of lethal force by state 
agencies.65 More generally, it has expressed concern on the lack of progress on 
implementation of several ECtHR judgments involving Irish terror suspects, including 
those of Kelly and Others v UK and McShane v UK. Nonetheless, it was pleased with 
the outcome of the Finucane case in which the ECtHR ruled that the applicants, 
relatives of a Catholic murdered by the Royal Ulster Constabulary, had been denied 
the right to life.66 It believes that a lot can be learned from the human rights abuses 
that took place in Northern Ireland during the ‘troubles’ and that knowledge gleaned 
from experience can be used to help protect the rights of terror suspects in places like 
Guantanamo and Abu Ghriab.67   
 
Amnesty International UK is perhaps the best known human rights organisation in the 
UK. Its work in relation to the ECHR has been centred around the right that 
immigrants have to be protected from torture upon deportation, and against detentions 
of terror suspects. With regard to the former, it intervened in the case of Saadi v Italy 
in which the UK government was calling for a lift to the outright ban on torture in 
order to make it possible to deport immigrants to unsafe places. Amnesty UK was 
                                                 
62 Justice website (2008) at www.justice.org.uk. 
63 Justice (undated) ‘Ensuring Equality: Do we need Protocol 12?’, Justice briefing. 
64 Committee for the Administration of Justice website (2008) at www.caj.org.uk, accessed 22/04/08. 
65 Committee for the Administration of Justice (2008) ‘Submission to the Committee of Ministers in 
relation to supervision of cases concerning security forces in Northern Ireland’, CAJ document. 
66 Committee for the Administration of Justice (2003) ‘Human rights group welcomes European ruling 
on Finucane case’, CAJ Press Release. 
67 Committee for the Administration of Justice (2007) ‘Human rights abuses fuel conflict’, CAJ 
Briefing document. 
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disappointed with the outcome of the Saadi v UK case in which the ECtHR had 
seemed to have justified treating asylum seekers like criminals. Amnesty has also 
demonstrated how the detainment of asylum seekers was determined on an arbitrary 
basis depending on the availability of beds rather than on the status of the asylum 
seeker. Furthermore, it claimed that pre-charge detentions should not be allowed, 
partly because they undermine the ECHR.68 
 
Gypsy / traveller support groups 
Gypsy and traveller support groups are distinctive by their tendency to not have 
websites. This is probably because their target population (gypsies and travellers) do 
not often have internet access. Despite them not having websites themselves, it was 
possible to find some limited information on their activities by conducting a general 
internet search. The Travellers Times which is published on-line69 reports on ECtHR 
cases involving gypsies and travellers. Many gypsy groups, including the Romani 
Rights Association (which does not itself have a website) are part of the Gypsy and 
Traveller Law Reform Coalition, which provides education and welfare advice for 
gypsies and travellers. The Gypsy Council, which has supported cases in the ECtHR 
provides advice, support and education, but it too has no web presence. The failure of 
even successful ECtHR cases involving gypsies to result in policy change may be due 
to the general marginalisation of gypsies in British society, and in gypsy rights 
organisations’ failure to galvanise broad public support or effective campaigns, in part 
hampered by the lack of electronic information on their cause. 
 
Homosexual / gay organisations 
In addition to campaigns for justice by Justice, Amnesty and Liberty, homosexual 
rights organisations are probably the most significant field of mobilization within the 
scope of the Juristras project (minority rights). The most important homosexual rights 
organisation in the UK is probably Stonewall, established in 1981 to campaign against 
Section 28 of the Local Government Act, which sought to prevent ‘promotion’ (read 
awareness) of homosexuality. The group was successful in repealing Section 28. It 
has also campaigned for equalisation of the age of consent for homosexuals, for the 
employment of lesbians and gays in the armed forces, to allow for same sex couples 
to adopt, for civil partnerships between homosexual couples and for the Equality Act. 
Its website has a special section dedicated to explaining the ECHR and claims that 
Art.8, 10 and 14 might be relevant for individuals seeking to establish their rights as 
homosexuals. It believes that ECtHR case law has had a ‘progressive and significant 
impact’ in the field of human rights. 
 
Stonewall launched the first major challenge against the UK government in the 
ECtHR in the case of Wilde v UK but it lost by 14 votes. The legal challenge was 
accompanied by protests and vigils, which Stonewall claim led to the reduction of the 
age of consent for homosexual couples down to 18 from 21 years. In a second case, 
Stonewall supported Euan Sutherland, a 16 year old homosexual who complained that 
he had been discriminated against because the age of consent for heterosexual couples 
was 16, whereas for homosexuals it was 18. The ECtHR upheld that the UK 
government had breached his human rights. Although the Sexual Offences Bill that 
sought to further reduce the age of homosexual consent was defeated twice in the 

                                                 
68 Amnesty UK website at www.amnesty.org.uk, accessed 22/04/08. 
69 At www.travellerstimes.org.uk, accessed 22/04/08. 
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House of Lords, the government eventually used the Parliament Act in order to allow 
its passage. 
 
The campaign to allow for homosexuals to be employed in the armed forces was one 
of Stonewall’s ‘first and longest’ campaigns. It began when Rob Ely, who had been 
dismissed from the forces because his sexuality had been disclosed by infiltration of 
his private mail, visited them to tell him about his situation. Rob Ely subsequently 
went on to found Rank Outsiders, an organisation that specialised in campaigns on 
this issue. Stonewall became legal representatives of Duncan Lustig Prean, Jeanette 
Smith, Graham Grady and John Beckett in the ECtHR, whose rights to freedom from 
discrimination were found to have been violated. The campaign, fought in 
conjunction with Rank Outsiders, resulted in the new code of sexual conduct for staff 
in the armed forces.70  
 
Rank Outsiders was founded in 1991 by two individuals who had lost their jobs in the 
armed forces. They wrote a letter to the Gay Times to make contact with others 
affected by the armed forces zero tolerance policy towards homosexuals. It grew 
rapidly. Its aims were to advise those who were either dismissed from the armed 
forces because of their sexuality, or those who were still in the forces but were 
struggling with their dilemma. Its main priority was to overturn the ban on 
homosexuals entering or working within the forces. It produced fact sheets, ran a help 
line, intervened in cases, and supported and advised the ‘High Court 4’ (Lustig Prean 
et al) which was a test case in the UK system. Duncan Lustig Prean became the 
group’s spokesperson.71  
 
The two other homosexual rights organisations that have been involved with ECtHR 
cases raising Art.14 in the UK are Countdown on Spanner, now called the Spanner 
Trust, and SM gays. These two organisations campaign for the legalisation of 
consensual sadomasochistic acts between consenting adults. Countdown on Spanner 
was formed in the aftermath of the Laskey, Jaggard and Brown v UK case, in which 
16 homosexual men were convicted and each sentenced to at least 2 years and 9 
months imprisonment for assault as a result of engaging in consensual 
sadomasochistic acts, uncovered by police in an operation dubbed ‘Operation 
Spanner’. The ECtHR upheld the convictions, and Countdown on Spanner continues 
to campaign for further amendments to the Sexual Offences Act (2003) to make such 
sexual acts legal.72 S-M Gays, which also seeks legalisation of sadomasochism, is a 
‘not-for-profit social and education group for gay men interested in consensual sexual 
sadomasochism’. Its website makes no reference to the ECHR or the ECtHR.73 
 
The National Aids Trust, which is primarily concerned with prevention, health and 
public awareness of HIV and Aids also campaigns on behalf of homosexuals. It is 
seeking for the UK government to promote anti-homophobia through intervening in 
the ECtHR in cases against countries such as Poland, where homophobia is tolerated 
by the state.74  
 
                                                 
70 Stonewall website (2008) at www.stonewall,org.uk, accessed 22/04/08. 
71 Rank Outsiders website (2008) at www.rank-outsiders.org.uk, accessed 23/04/08. 
72 Spanner Trust website (2008) at www.spannertrust.org, accessed 23/04/08. 
73 S-M Gays website (2008) at www.smgays.org/default.asp, accessed 23/04/08. 
74 National Aids Trust website (2008) at www.nat.org.uk, accessed 23/04/08. 
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Prison support groups 
The Prisoners’ Advice Service (PAS) offers impartial advice to prisoners on their 
rights and conditions of service. It has information for prisoners on their opportunities 
for challenging decisions made by the UK courts in the ECtHR, for example, it 
suggests that there is no grounds for appealing against mandatory drug testing in 
prison, and that it is fair for presumption of innocence to negatively affect parole 
conditions. The ECtHR has not ruled against earned privileges for prisoners 
progressing through the system. PAS also advises that a prison transfer may be 
obtainable through raising Art.8 in order to be close to family.75 
 
The Irish Penal Reform Trust (IPRT) campaigns for the rights of people in prison and 
for progressive reform of Irish penal policy. It intervened in the Shelley case, in which 
the applicant sought a prison needle exchange programme for drug users, correcting 
factual errors in the UK government’s submission.76 The Canadian HIV Aids 
Network also intervened in the Shelley case, drawing on evidence from needle 
exchange programmes around the world and related laws. IPRT also believes that UK 
prisoners should be allowed to vote in elections.77 The Prison Reform Trust seeks 
‘just, humane and effective prisons’, but has no information on its website about the 
ECHR or the Court.78  
 
Immigration groups 
Of the three immigrants rights groups that have represented cases raising Art.14 
against the UK government, only the Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants has 
a website. The JCWI has been working ‘for justice in immigration and asylum law 
and policy’ since 1967.79 It produces fact sheets, briefings and pamphlets, many of 
which are available online and give information about the ECHR. It responded to the 
Criminal Justice and Immigration Bill, arguing that foreign criminals should not be 
deported when they have a family in the UK, especially if they have an immaculate 
criminal record post-release, evoking Arts.8 and 14 of ECHR.80 It also believes that 
legal aid should be available for all immigrants under Art.6. Furthermore, it is 
campaigning to challenge rules that force most foreign nationals to ask the Home 
Secretary for permission to marry in order to avoid ‘scam marriages’. Currently, 
foreigners require a Certificate of Approval under the Asylum and Immigration Act 
(2004) at a prohibitory cost of £295 per person. The House of Lords will [has?] 
allow[ed] a joint intervention by JCWI and the AIRE Centre in Spring 2008. 
 
Other  
MIND exists in order to support the human rights of those with physical disabilities. 
With references to the ambit of Juristras, it supports cases against the detainment of 
the mentally ill. Its website contains a number of briefings of the ECHR and a 
compendium of cases involving the mentally ill in the domestic and European Courts. 
Recently is has been ‘appalled’ at a House of Lords judgement in Regina v Ashworth 

                                                 
75 Prisoners’ Advice Service website (2008) at www.prisonadvice.org.uk, accessed 22/04/08. 
76 Irish Penal Reform Trust website (2008) at www.iprt.ie, accessed 23/04/08/ 
77 Irish Penal Reform Trust website (2008) at www.iprt.ie/, accessed 22/04/08. 
78 Prison Reform Website (2008) at www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk, accessed 23/04/08. 
79 Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants website (2008) at www.jcwi.org.uk, accessed 23/04/08. 
80 Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants (2007) ‘Criminal Justice and Immigration Bill, 
Parliamentary Briefing Clauses 115-112 Special Immigration Status. House of Commons, 2nd Reading, 
8th October 2007. 
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Hospital ex parte Munjaz which allowed the hospital staff to retrain a patient by tying 
them to a part of the building, against the Mental Health Act of 1993 and the ECHR. 
MIND had previously intervened in the previously successful case in the Court of 
Appeal, arguing that it would violate the ECHR.81 
 
British Nuclear Tests Veterans was established in 1983 to help veterans subjected to 
nuclear tests and their families. The website of the organisation includes details of the 
unsuccessful McGinley and Egan case in which the ECtHR ruled in favour of the 
Ministry of Defence. The group continues to campaign on behalf of those subjected to 
Grapple X and Grapple Y tests.82 The Porton Down Veterans Support Group similarly 
campaigned for the rights of those subjected to mustard and nerve gas tests and Porton 
Down in the 1950s. The soldiers that had been experimented upon were informed that 
a possible cure for the common cold was being tested. In February 2008, BBC news 
reported that 360 veterans had been awarded £3 million in compensation for the 
violation of their human rights.83 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
81 MIND website, at www.mind.org.uk, accessed 23/04/08. 
82 British Nuclear Tests Veterans website (2008) at www.bntva.com, accessed 23/04/08. 
83 Story available at www.infowars.net/articles/february2008/12128Porton.htm, accessed 23/04/08. 
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Annex 2 Media analysis of Guardian articles that mention the European 
Convention of Human rights and / or the European Court of Human Rights – 

Qualitiative analysis 
 

  
This annex outlines some of the most interesting stories and themes of reports, which 
mostly related to the erosion of civil liberties.  Please cross refer to the data base of 
newspaper articles which is reproduced separately from this report.   
 

Asylum seekers  
There have been a huge number of domestic cases challenging the Nationality, 
Immigration and Asylum Act (2002) for denying benefits to asylum seekers, and 
these have received a fair amount of coverage in the Guardian (4, 5, 1384). Blair 
announced that he would derogate from Art.3 as a response to the Tories’ strong 
stance on asylum seekers (6). But the Home Office and Cabinet Office made it clear 
that Blair could not derogate from the Geneva Convention (9), and in any case, it was 
not legal to deport immigrants to places deemed unsafe (9). By 11 February 2003, 
over 150 cases had been logged challenging the Nationality, Immigration and Asylum 
Act for subjecting asylum seekers to degrading conditions (13). The test case of J 
from Iran, F and D from Angola, M from Rwanda, B from Ethiopia and Q from Iraq 
was reported as being successful on 19 February 2003, with Justice Collins 
announcing that the government’s policy was at odds with Art.3 of the ECHR (17). 
Blunkett, then Home Secretary, was reportedly fed up that judges could overturn laws 
made in parliament. He vowed to challenge the High Court ruling (20), and claimed 
that judges were a ‘threat to democracy’, but ultimately lost the appeal (63, 130). Lord 
Lester retorted that Blunkett’s stance was reminiscent of Zimbabwe (21).  The 
attorney general, Lord Goldsmith, sided with the government, believing that Justice 
Collins had interpreted Art.3 too stringently (25), but Lord Woolfe spoke out in 
support of the judgment, stating that he believed that the courts uphold and support 
parliament rather than weaken the role of parliament (26). However, the Home Office 
appeal to the Court of Appeal was unsuccessful, concluding that the immigration laws 
were unworkable in their current format, but that they could be ‘radically overhauled’ 
in order to make them acceptable (29). The Home Office sought to get around the 
damning judgment by suggesting an asylum holding centre in Russia or Ukraine for 
immigrants from outside the EU. A British Government report claimed that such 
would not violate the ECHR because it does not require for asylum claims to be heard 
in the country where asylum is being sought (30). However, not all litigants were 
successful. An asylum seeker who had been sleeping rough at Heathrow airport did 
not have his human rights breached because there was no evidence of inhumane or 
degrading treatment (72). 
 
By October 2003, Lord Woolfe had issued guidelines to try to prevent pointless but 
expensive asylum cases from being heard. He made a formal statement that the legal 
costs of these types of cases involving asylum seekers were too high to justify and 
were out of proportion to any redress that might be made. He gave the example of a 

                                                 
84 Numbers in brackets, like this, from hereon refer to the reference for the newspaper story – these are 
the numbers in the first column of the Excel database. 
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Lithuanian family who fled due to persecution, and complained about their 
accommodation which was low standard, but not degrading or inhumane (78). By this 
point in time, the High Court had a backlog of 800 asylum / immigration cases, 
coming in at the rate of 60 per day. After a meeting of 18 judges, all of whom were 
concerned about this influx of cases, Justice Maurice Kay stated that Blunkett should 
provide emergency accommodation to prevent destitute asylum seekers turning to the 
courts (82).  At the Annual Legal Action Group Lecture, in October 2003, Sir Stephen 
Sedley commended the courts for granting Emergency Relief Orders which had 
prevented destitute asylum seekers from wandering the streets (84). 
 
Yet Blunkett was caught in a political furore: wanting to appear tough on asylum 
seekers, but unable to steer it through human rights legislation. In December 2003, 
Blunkett proposed to stop welfare benefits for all asylum seekers who refused a free 
flight home. He proposed that the new law would also contain a ‘saving provision’ 
that would allow him to restore benefits if it was found that certain asylum seekers’ 
human rights had been breached (88). Liberty, however, challenged this legislation 
because it was unhappy with the removal of asylum seekers’ rights to challenge Home 
Office decisions by judicial review, replacing it instead with an immigration and 
asylum tribunal (91). 
 
Although the controversial Clause 8 of the Asylum and Immigration Bill, which 
allowed for benefits to be scrapped for asylum seekers, passed through the House of 
Commons by a majority vote in May 2005, the Lords vowed to try to vote it out at a 
later stage (129). 
  
In part of its crack down on immigration, the UK government tried to bring about 
restrictions on ‘sham marriages’, defined as marriages designed exclusively for the 
purpose of gaining British citizenship. This would involve having to apply for a 
special certificate from the Home Office for marriages amongst all religious groups 
excluding Anglicans. However, in a case brought by the Joint Council for the Welfare 
of Immigrants, the High Court ruled in June 2006, that such legislation was unlawful 
because it discriminated against those wanting to marry by any convention other than 
the Anglican one (379, 380). The Court of Appeal agreed, in May 2007, that the 
legislation would be discriminatory, stating that interference in marriage should only 
be allowed if it seemed likely that the marriage had been entered into with the object 
of improving immigration status (475). 
 
 
Terrorist suspects 
The first story with regard to the detention of terrorist suspects during the study period 
was in October 2003. Under immigration law, the Special Immigrations Appeal 
Committee (SIAC) had deemed that the detention of five terrorist suspects, with 
suspected links with Al Qaida was legal. However, Liberty asked why they had not 
been put on trial, and was suspicious of false imprisonment (83). 
 
It may have been partly as a result of the whistle blowing activities of Liberty that 
senior parliamentarians sat down to discuss indefinite internment without trial. They 
concluded that it should be scrapped and replaced with a trial under criminal law. 
Amnesty International likened internment without trial to having ‘a Guantanamo Bay 
in our own yard’ (95). What followed was a series of cases reinforcing the illegality of 
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detainment without trial, much to the dismay of successive Home Secretaries. In 
January 2004, a story headlined ‘Blunkett denied terrorist’s humans rights’ was 
published. It told that a Palestinian terrorist who had allegedly plotted to blow up an 
Israeli airline had his human rights violated because he was refused an independent 
review by the parole board to decide on his release (99). 
  
Although the majority of judges seemed to interpret the law to be against internment 
without trial, Lord Falconer told the Human Rights Lawyers Association that 
derogation of Art.3 would be possible to justify detainment without trial if the state’s 
interests were threatened (103). 
 
Blunkett was clearly having no success at forcing through his anti-terrorism 
legislation, which was based on indefinite detention without trial. Perhaps as a last-
ditch effort to ensure that his legislation could remain intact, Blunkett barred a known 
liberal, Lord Steyn, from sitting on a panel that was to decide whether his legislation 
was legal (115). The case was heard in October 2004 by a full panel of nine Lords to 
reflect its international importance (163). The sunset clause on this anti-terrorism 
legislation was due to expire in November 2006 and Blunkett was hoping that it 
would be functional until then, and that judges could be persuaded that there was 
enough of a national emergency to allow derogation from the ECHR (165). The news 
based on the first day of the trial suggested that Blunkett might be having some luck 
at last. The attorney general and Lord Goldsmith both agreed that there was enough of 
a national emergency given that the UK was the closest ally of the US (166).  But Ben 
Emmerson QC argued that holding the men indefinitely without any indication of 
whey they might be release goes against the principles of a democratic society (164), 
and Pannick QC argued that the legislation was discriminatory because it only 
allowed for foreign nationals, not British nationals, to be detained (167). Both called 
for a rethink of the legislation. 
 
Meanwhile, in July 2004, nine detainees held under terrorism laws challenged the 
Special Immigration Appeals Committee (SIAC) that had vindicated their detention. 
Their main argument presented to the Court of Appeal was that there was not enough 
evidence to hold them without trial. One of the suspects was alleged to have links 
with AlQaida and he denied any such involvement (142). The defence told the court 
that the confessions that SIAC and Blunkett had relied upon in order to inter them had 
been taken from the appellants under conditions of torture in Guantanamo Bay and 
the Bagram air base, Afghanistan, and therefore is not valid (143). In the update on 
‘The Week in Parliament’, that same week, the government confirmed that it was 
committed to helping those who cannot immediately return to their own country upon 
failed asylum, but that the government was expecting something in return for their 
board and lodging (145). 
 
But pressure really was on the government to change its policy. In early August 2004, 
a committee of MPs asked for indefinite internment of foreign terror suspects to end 
unless their guilt was beyond reasonable doubt. The committee also said that the 
policy discriminates against Muslims and that evidence from phone tapping and email 
communication should be used as evidence in the court of links to terrorism (151). In 
the report, Len Corston MP said that opting out of the ECHR has a ‘corrosive effect 
on the culture of respect for human rights’ (152). In October 2004, law Lords agreed 
that phone tap evidence can be used in an open court, but concluded the 
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internationally important ruling from which Lord Steyn was barred, by confirming 
that it would not derogate from the ECHR (172, 192). The Lords ruled that internment 
of foreign terrorist suspects without trial was not justified in proportion to the threat 
and that it was unfair to discriminate against foreigners. It also stated that it was 
unable to change the law itself - that remained the ambit of parliament (192). It was 
an 8-1 majority vote, with only Lord Walker standing by Blunkett, placing faith in the 
impartiality of SIAC (196). 
 
Despite mounting pressure, the Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal of the nine 
terrorist suspects, dismissing that evidence gleaned under torture was used to confirm 
them as suspects. Liberty was appalled and the Medical Council for the Care of 
Victims of Torture said that the ruling gave the country the right to endorse terrorism 
(152). Professor Malcolm Evans (Bristol) condemned the judgment, arguing that 
‘torture is torture’ (153). However, in October 2005, the Lords judged whether it was 
acceptable for SIAC to make use of information taken under torture. The article that 
carries this story also gives a quote from a wrongly arrested terror suspect who said 
that under conditions of torture, you would admit to almost anything to stop the pain 
(331). 
 
The Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights was no more pleased with 
the UK’s civil liberties record. His official inspection in 2004 concluded that the 
detainment of foreign terror suspects without trial was wrong, and that countries 
across Europe were taking the threat of terrorism too seriously and eroding the rule of 
the law (181). In 2004, the Council of Europe was critical of control orders, and also 
of the UK government’s apparent acceptance of evidence taken under torture, its 
treatment of asylum seekers and its juvenile behaviour (anti-social behaviour orders) 
legislation (278, 279). 
 
Keen to smooth out the building controversy surrounding anti-terrorism legislation, 
Prime Minister Blair stepped in to try to speed up the deportation of Iraqi terrorist 
suspects to Egypt. At least one of the four had been found to have been detained 
illegally. However, he met another hurdle: could he trust assurances from Egypt that 
the men would be treated fairly? (182). The controversy over assurances from 
deportees’ countries would continue after the resignation of Blunkett as Home 
Secretary. By May 2005, Amnesty International had launched a campaign against the 
deportation of terror suspects to places to where they may be tortured. Amnesty issued 
a report that outlined its concerns that the Algerians implicated in the Ricin poison 
plot would be tortured if they were deported to Algeria. Lady Williams added her 
voice to the concerns, claiming that the UK was moving towards a position of implicit 
support for torture (as in the US) (275). 
 
Because Blunkett had failed to get support for his anti-terrorism legislation, he was 
forced to resign in December 2004. The write up in the Guardian reported the 
outcome of the Lords case as ‘an unprecedented rebuff’, and demanded that the 
government take civil liberties more seriously (197, 198). One article, entitled ‘Is a 
pair of boots al that stands between 11 untried detainees and their liberties?’ went so 
far as to mock the evidence being used to uphold internments arguing that all the 
evidence they had on one suspect was that he had supplied a pair of boots to Chechan 
rebels (199). Charles Clarke became the new Home Secretary and he suggested that 
he would seek to renew rather than modify the legislation, but he tried to defend the 
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government’s approach by arguing that parliament had access to evidence that the 
courts could not see (196). Clarke was put in a difficult position as Blunkett had so 
strongly argued that the detainees were ‘dangerous men’ (199). 
 
On 26 January, the Guardian reported Clarke’s new anti-terrorism regime. He 
announced that he would introduce control orders including curfews, electronic 
tagging, removal of access to certain technologies such as mobile phones and the 
internet and house arrest. These measures would be applied to suspects of both 
foreign and British origin to remove discrimination. The Muslim Council of Britain 
welcomed the new policy direction, but the Law Society considered that Clarke had 
abused his power and the Shadow Home Secretary deemed house arrest unworkable 
(209). This policy soon came under fire. The Chairman of the bar and other QCs 
criticised house arrest powers due to the low threshold of ‘reasonable grounds’ for 
terrorism, and because there was no time limit on house arrest and that such measures 
could aggravate terrorism. With 9/11 ageing rapidly, it also questioned the time period 
for which the country could realistically be said to be in a state of national emergency. 
Liberty warned that future domestic and Strasbourg court cases would be inevitable 
(211). Lord Falconer said that the measures amounted to transforming Britain into a 
police state (213). Ben Emmerson QC stated that his clients would prefer to remain in 
Belmarsh than be under house arrest. And meanwhile, Abu Rideh, one of the original 
ten detainees was granted bail on principle because his mental health had deteriorated 
whilst he was incarcerated (214).  
 
In February 2005, Gareth Peirce began a court challenge against terrorism legislation 
by trying to argue that there was no longer a state of emergency. If she could have 
proven this, it would have made house arrest without trial illegal and given the UK no 
excuse for derogating from the ECHR (217). Meanwhile, insisting that there had been 
no U-turn on his policy, Clarke announced that he was considering making the new 
law on house arrest more palatable for the Lords (220). It was announced that the new 
bill would be written before the general election, but it stood little chance of passing 
through without the support of the Liberal Democrats and Conservatives (221). He 
announced, a week later, that those on house arrest would be able to appeal in the 
High Court against the decision to inter them using judicial review. This move was 
taken to try to get the support of Tory peers, which was necessary in order to get the 
legislation passed before emergency legislation introduced after 9/11 expired on 14 
March (227). But Tories and Liberal Democrats were still unhappy with the 
legislation because they wanted the courts to have the power to grant the initial 
control order not the Home Office (228). Clarke tried to stand firm, saying he would 
make no further concessions, but his bill was defeated by 318 votes to 218 in late 
February 2005. He subsequently agreed to consider involving the director of public 
prosecutions in decisions involving terrorist suspects and to consider more judicial 
involvement (231).  
 
To get the legislation passed on time, Clarke reserved the clause to place terror 
suspects on house arrest, allowing the rest of the bill, also amended to allow more 
judicial involvement, to pass by 309-233 votes (233). Shortly after, he announced an 
amendment that made it clear that judges could decide who could be placed on house 
arrests. Amazingly, he declared that this was not a U-turn (235). The bill allowed for 
two types of control orders: derogating ones, for which the Home Secretary would 
have to make an application to the High Court; and non-derogating orders, for which 
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the court could hear an appeal against the Home Secretary’s order, but only if it took 
place within 28 days (237). The Joint Committee on Human Rights was still not 
satisfied that the Bill would meet the ECHR, claiming that suspects should be allowed 
to be represented in the early stages of detainment and that both types of control 
orders should be determined by a judge (238). In agreement with the JCHR, the Lords 
voted, in the second reading of the Bill, that control orders should be made by a judge 
in a defeat of 130 votes. The Liberal Democrats stood by their demands for more 
judicial involvement and the Tories stuck to their demand for a ‘sunset clause’ – to 
make the legislation valid for only eight months whilst a better alternative was found 
(241). The sunset clause was passed as an amendment (242), but was rejected by 
parliament and thrown back to the Lords who subsequently called for a 12-month 
limit on the legislation (245), which was finally agreed (248). In typical tabloid 
fashin, The Express dubbed it a ‘victory for terrorists’ (248). Liberty was outraged 
that the UK government released the highly critical 2005 Council of Europe 
Committee for the Prevention of Terrorism Report after the parliamentary debate on 
terrorism, despite possessing it for months beforehand (280). 
 
Yet The Express and other tabloids seemed more likely than the Guardian to gloss 
over the grim realities of detainment without trial for the detainees. The Guardian, for 
example, reported the case of Bhati, who was challenging his detainment in the High 
Court. He had alleged, but not proven, links with Al Qaida and had been subjected to 
degrading strip searches which had left him depressed and exhibiting the obsessive 
compulsive behaviour of washing himself until he bled (266). Another article quotes 
Gareth Peirce who noted that one of her clients, an Algerian terror suspect, had tried 
to kill himself during his detention without trial (322). In a more balance account of 
the Human Rights Act, Marcel Berlins (2005, article 339) notes how it has benefited 
many minority groups, but that some minority groups, such as travellers, immigrants 
and suspected terrorists have faired less well. The stories of these groups, brandished 
as ‘undesirable’ by the tabloid press, he says, have received disproportionate media 
coverage, serving to make the public sceptical of the Human rights Act (339). 
 
A government desperate to pass ‘draconian’ (this is the word that Guardian 
journalists often use to describe it) anti-terrorism legislation suddenly had a terrorist 
attack on its hands. 7 July 2005 marked the advent of the London bombings on the 
Underground and on public buses. It is easy to see how the government was, by this 
time, desperate to get its legislation respected – desperately seeking cross 
parliamentary support and the backing of the judiciary. It seems that nothing but a 
‘real’ terrorist threat would have been enough to persuade opposition parties and the 
Lords that there really was a ‘state of emergency’ and that a more serious clamp down 
on terrorists was needed. Would the UK government really go that far as to plan a 
terrorist event and to scapegoat Muslims? None of the articles in the Guardian seem 
to suggest so, but the event really was the opportunity that the government was 
looking for.  
 
Nevertheless, one week after the ‘terrorist’  attacks, Blair introduced his ten-point 
plan to address terrorism. Measures included plans for deportation of terrorists and a 
strengthening of existing laws (that were deemed too severe in their response to what 
was no longer a ‘state of emergency’ and had breached the human rights of suspects) 
(288). This included new grounds for deportation, making a new offence of 
‘glorifying terrorism’, refusal of asylum for terrorist suspects, power to strip citizens 
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of British citizenship and control orders for British nationals who cannot be deported 
(297). Memoranda of Understanding would be used to seek assurances that suspects 
would not be tortured once deported. Blair also announced that he would revise the 
Human Rights Act and derogate from the ECHR if necessary (300). After a 
consultation, a version of the ten-point plan became the new terrorism bill. 
 
If it were a planned terrorist attack designed to make the passage of controversial 
legislation smoother (probably not the case but it makes the story more exciting to 
think it might have been), 7/7 did not quite have the desired effect. Blair’s ten-point 
plan sparked a critical debate for a number of reasons that soon made their way onto 
the pages of the Guardian. One article claimed that it was dangerous and 
unacceptable to deport suspects to places that use torture, and that non-violent Muslim 
groups like Hibz-ut-Tahrir should not be proscribed (299). Liberty thought it would 
be damaging to democracy (300) and few seemed reassured that Memoranda of 
Understanding (MoU) would be successful in preventing torture. The Lord Chancellor 
introduced new guidelines on how to balance Art.3 of the ECHR with the need for 
state security. Although he praised Clarke for considering pre-trial hearings to reduce 
the need for unfounded detention without trial, Lord Lester QC was also critical. He 
stated that the UK was wrong to think that the ECtHR would over turn the Chahal vs. 
UK judgment which forbids deportation to places where torture is condoned. That 
ruling, he stated, was based on the UN Torture Convention to which the UK is party. 
Lester also stated that judges should not be instructed by parliament on how to 
interpret Art.3 of the ECHR (308). The Islamic Human Right Committee pointed out 
the mistaken premise that religious leaders who speak no English were inciting 
English-only-speaking youth to terrorism (310). Another article mocks the clause that 
makes ‘glorifying terrorism’ an offence that can result in barred entry from the UK, 
dubbing it the ‘Mandela clause’ because it would have prevented members of the 
African National Congress from visiting Britain in the not so distant past (311). 
 
However, it was not long before suspected terrorists were being rounded up ready for 
deportation under MoUs, and some of the countries to which the suspects were being 
returned were known to have active torture regimes. Amnesty International claimed to 
be shocked by the news that the suspects were being returned to Jordan and Algeria – 
two countries with terrible human rights records (303). Later it did transpire that two 
suspected terrorists who had returned to Algeria under MoUs had been tried in the 
Algerian courts despite reassurances that they would not face criminal proceedings on 
their return. Amnesty International was convinced that they would now be subjected 
to an unfair trial, and may be tortured (454). Yet, by 2007, some terrorist suspects 
were not being deported under SIAC or Court of Appeal rulings, which finally agreed 
that MoUs were ineffective guarantees of their safety (468). Three further Alegerian 
suspects, for example, were not deported for this reason (499).  
 
Despite criticism of MoUs, Blair announced, in August 2005, that he would make 
changes to the Human Rights Act (1998) in order to make deportation easier (313). 
Meanwhile, Clarke asked judges to respect MoUs, arguing that circumstances had 
changed since the ECtHR’s Chanal judgment in 1996 (314). Yet four judges from the 
Court of Appeal anonymously told the Guardian that they would not rubber stamp 
decisions to deport terror suspects to places where they were likely to be tortured 
(317). Later, Clarke revealed that he had found senior judges uncooperative in the 
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drafting of terrorist legislation, claiming that the legal establishment was ‘out of 
touch’ (he made this statement in July 2006, after his resignation [402]). 
 
The UK government wanted the ECtHR’s Chanal judgment to be overturned to the 
extent that it intervened in a similar case, Ramzy v Netherlands, involving a decision 
on whether to deport a terrorist suspect to a place where s/he might be tortured (323). 
The Home Office had rallied the support of Italy, Lithuania, Portugal and Slovakia in 
a bid to prevent UK judges from continuing to rule in the light of the Chanal 
judgment. In a similar ECtHR case, Saadi v Italy, in which the UK government 
intervened, it was decided that the suspect could not be deported to Tunisia because 
he may be tortured there.  
 
In October 2005, a test case at Asylum and Immigration Tribunal decided that it 
would not be safe to send back suspected terrorists to Zimbabwe where they would be 
regarded as traitors (330). That same month, the UK government had acquired a MoU 
from the Libyan government to safely deport Libyan terrorists. Although Clarke 
branded the move a success, Amnesty International continued to be highly critical of 
Libya’s abuse of human rights (334). Human Rights Watch also slated the 
government for undermining the international ban on torture through its use of MoUs 
(431).  
 
Against this backdrop, the new anti-terrorism legislation had still not passed through 
parliament. A rebel labour amendment to include ‘intent’ in the bill lost by just one 
vote (300-299), suggesting that plans for a 90-day internment without trial may also 
be beaten. Liberal Democrat and Tory MPs were arguing for a maximum of 28 days 
(340). In a slip of the tongue, Clarke made it public knowledge that the terror bill, 
with the fill 90 days internment without trial, had the personal backing of the attorney 
general. Clarke was forced to apologise for breaking the convention of keeping legal 
advice quiet, and the legality of bill was now uncertain because the attorney had 
denounced plans for a 90-day detention period just a month earlier (341). Keen to get 
support for unpopular plans for a lengthy detention period, the government quoted a 
survey, which showed that 70% of the public supported it. Marcel Berlins (author of 
article 345) stated that Home Secretaries often use dubious public survey results like 
these when they are in need of support for unpopular legislation (345). 

In March 2006, Liberty presented evidence that CIA ‘terror flights’ had been present 
in the UK. These were flights carrying suspected terrorists to places where torture is 
known to take place (347). Condozeela Rice tried to assure a European audience in 
Berlin that the terror flights were a justified part of the ‘war on terror’, amidst 
increasing suspicion of the presence of secret torture camps across Europe (350). 
Although the UK government denied knowledge of these, a leaked Foreign Office 
document showed that the government had received a request from the CIA to use 
British airspace for this purpose. The document also proved the existence of secret 
detention centres, which the Foreign Office admitted ‘would be illegal if we knew the 
circumstances’. The leaked document was published 15 days before Blair announced 
that there was not a whiff of illegality with regards to the terror flights (358). In its 
2006 report, the Joint Committee of Human Rights commented that the UK 
government should launch an investigation into so called ‘terror flights’ and also 
reiterated that MoUs did not remove the ‘substantial risk’ of suspects being tortured 
(392). 
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In the Summer of 2006, the Home Office lost a number of what it branded to be 
‘barmy court rulings’ (388) that gave the Algerian terror suspects who had hijacked a 
plane from Afghan to London leave to remain in the UK under the HRA. Charles 
Clarke was forced to resign as Home Secretary and was replaced with John Reid 
(387). The Home Office was beginning to consider new primary legislation and 
watering down the Human Rights Act. Judges and lawyers reacted against this 
suggesting it was the procedures rather than the Act that was at fault (389). The 
outspoken Lord Lester accused the prime minister of undermining the HRA and 
engaging in a populist right wing movement. Lester believed that Clarke was forced 
out of his position for resisting illiberal laws, and that Reid would be more compliant 
(390). 

To the dismay of Reid, ‘barmy’ court rulings were set to continue. At the end of June 
2006, the High Court summarily quashed control orders imposed of six Iraqi asylum 
seekers (396, 399). These six suspects were thought to be al-Qaida agents sent to the 
UK to bring insurgency to Britain. Although their arrest came after an M15 operation, 
the courts considered that there was not enough evidence to arrest them. (400). MB, 
who allegedly sought to return to Iraq to fight against coalition forces, also had his 
control order quashed. Reid sought to challenge both of these decisions, which he 
brandished ‘an affront to justice’, in the Court of Appeal. His reason for the appeal 
was because he believed that Art.5 allows restrictions on liberty in certain 
circumstances (401, 402). Reid lost the appeal of the six terrorist cases, but won MB 
one. The Home Office was refused leave appeal to the House of Lords and asked to 
devise a Plan B to replace control orders (420). Blair responded by announcing that he 
was prepared to pass new legislation that would allow him to overturn decisions made 
by the judiciary (418).  

Peers and MPs in the Joint Committee of Human Rights wanted to see more evidence 
in torture cases, and asked that the M15 and M16 be independently monitored. 
Respecting the need for state secrets, it asked that more information be released so 
that it could be properly judged whether the Home Office response to terrorism was 
proportionate and justified (417).  

More controversy followed when it was discovered, in May 2007, that two of the 15 
terrorist suspects that had been issued with control orders had gone missing. They 
were thought to have escaped through the window of a secure psychiatric unit (430). 
Although six control orders had been quashed by May 2006 (476), Reid was delighted 
to win the case of E because it meant that he did not need to dilute his control order 
regime. The Court of Appeal agreed that E, who had links with the Tunisian Fighting 
Group (linked to Al Qaida), should be put under a 14-hour curfew order (473). But by 
late May 2007, a further three suspects had absconded from their control orders (477), 
and a further one in June (488) providing proof for Reid that control orders were not 
an adequate means for dealing with suspects (477). Reid consequently warned the 
Lords that he would declare a state of emergency and derogate from the ECHR if they 
did overturn their judgments in which they had quashed control orders (478). Tony 
McNulty, police minister, seemed inclined to agree with Reid, stating that detainment 
of these dangerous suspects could not be made more secure because of the House of 
Lords’ interpretation of Art.5. At the same time, the Joint Committee on Human 
Rights had disclosed that it considered that a significant number of the (now) 17 
suspects under control orders were breaching Art.5 of the ECHR (478).   
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Judges could not completely overrule control orders, with the Lords, in November 
2007, agreeing in principle to curfews of up to 16 hours (not 18 that were initially in 
use). Jacqui Smith, now Home Secretary, was said to be disappointed that 18-hour 
curfews were deemed unacceptable (514). Towards the end of the period for which 
Guardian press coverage was studied, the articles begin discussing Jacqui Smith’s 
plans for detaining terror suspects for up to 42 days (537). The Equality and Human 
Rights Committee said it would launch a legal challenge of the 42-day period was 
allowed (538). 
 
Anti-social behaviour 
Home Secretary, Blunkett, proposed mandatory parenting classes for certain types of 
parents, but Lord Irvine insisted that it could be considered to be a residence order, 
which might be problematic under Art.8 (36). In the Easter holidays, 2004, there was 
curfew in place stopping those under 16 years of age from being on the streets after 
9pm in the Cumbrian town of Wigan. Liberty sought to challenge the legality of the 
decision, claiming that it violated Art.8 and that it discriminated against well-behaved 
children (118). On a similar, theme, a well behaved teenager agreed to let Liberty 
represent him in an ECtHR case against a dispersal policy that meant he was breaking 
the law when he inadvertently stayed out past the 9pm curfew time doing nothing 
more menacing than playing an innocent game of football (137). In July 2005, the 
High Court ruled that police have no powers to force teenagers back to their homes if 
they are not behaving illegally. Yet the Home Office said that the ruling would have 
no effect on dispersal zones that were already in place (290). 
 
Liberty also supported a gang of teenagers from Brent who were on ASBOs ranging 
from 5 years to life in duration and who had been named and shamed in an advertising 
campaign. Liberty claimed that the naming and shaming amounted to a breach of their 
rights to respect for private life. It became slightly unpopular for standing up for the 
rights of this gang, which was, unsurprisingly, not at all well loved in the local 
community. One local resident said ‘what about the rights of people in the terrorised 
neighbourhood?’ (169). 
 
The right to protest 
In May 2001, non-violent anti-globalisation protesters and innocent bystanders were 
caught in a police cordon at Oxford Circus. Liberty supported the case of a couple of 
bystanders, challenging the government under Art.5 for unjustified detainment (205). 
Claimants argued that 9 hours of detainment without food or access to a toilet left 
them feeling intimidated and humiliated (206). They lost their case because the police 
response was determined to be justified given the likelihood of a breach of the peace. 
 
Police used the Terrorism Act to prevent a demonstration from taking place at the 
Fairford RAF base. Both Liberty and a Liberal Democrat spokesperson said that this 
would restrict the public’s right to protest (60). Three coaches full of protesters were 
intercepted at a lay-by in Lechlade on route to the protest and sent back non-stop to 
London. This was equivalent to a two and half hour detention, which the courts ruled 
as illegal as detainment without trial. However, the courts did not confirm that the 
protesters had the right to protest, instead confirming that the police were right to fear 
a breach of the peace (104). In March 2005, they lost their case in the High Court 
(253).  
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In April 2006, Justice not Vengeance founder, Milan Ria held a demonstration in the 
1km protest exclusion zone around parliament. He was arrested and pleaded guilty, 
but claimed that he would appeal to a higher court (381). The group lost its court case, 
but continued to campaign against what it considered was a ‘ridiculous law’ (422). 
 
Other infringements of civil liberties 
The Civil Contingencies Bill was contested by an all-party group of MPs for it would 
violate Arts 8 and 10. The legislation, if passed, would have allowed the government 
to declare a state of emergency that would enable it to confiscate property without 
compensation, to evacuate populations and ban demonstrations and assemblies (87). 
This, alongside the governments sketchy human rights record with regards to asylum 
seekers and suspected terrorists, was part of the impetus behind the development of an 
unprecedented coalition consisting of Conservatives, Liberal Democrats, Chart 88 and 
Justice and coordinated by the LSE. Emerging at the end of 2006, the coalition called 
for a new Bill of Rights, believing that current legislation on civil liberties was 
outdated (444). 
 
There has been a deal of contestation over the proposed introduction of identity cards 
that first made it into the press during the study time when the government banned the 
release of a report on the ID card scheme. Chris Pounder of the Data Protection and 
Privacy Practice applied to see a copy of the report, but was denied and sought to 
appeal (200). The Joint Parliamentary Committee on Human Rights also expressed 
concerns about identity cards including the centralisation of huge amounts of data, 
discrimination, provision of information to service providers, and sharing of 
information across the public and private sectors (216). In June 2005, 14 professors 
from LSEs gave public support to the campaign against ID cards, outlining ten 
concerns including biometric data going out-of-date, civil liberties, privacy and legal 
obligations (284).  
 
In July 2005, Clarke travelled to an EU counter-terrorism summit where he sought to 
persuade other European countries of the value of ID cards for countering terrorism. 
He claimed that a number of British people had been trained in terrorist camps 
overseas and that the ID cards would help clamp down on this (287).  Despite initial 
opposition, the Identity Cards Bill got through the House of Commons, if only by a 
scrape. However, it was predicted, by Professor Feldman, to be in for a rocky time in 
the Lords (338). 
 

Involving school children 
Once school child unsuccessfully claimed that school detentions infringed his human 
rights (1). A mother claimed that her right to innocence until proven guilty had been 
violated by her being held liable for her son’s truancy (7). Her case was, to the delight 
of teachers’ unions, unsuccessful (27). Another pupil claimed that she was denied an 
education and had been discriminated against by being suspended for helping to 
organise a protest against the Iraq war, raising Art.10 (38). In a well-publicised case, 
Shabina Begum took her school to court for refusing to allow her to wear her full 
Muslim dress (jilbab) during school hours in the presence of male members of staff 
(132). Justice Bennett ruled that the school’s policy for uniforms was proportionate, 
balanced and reasoned and did not violate her right to freedom of conscience / 
religion and was not discriminatory as it allowed head scarves (134). She lost her 
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challenge in the House of Lords, which ruled that although she was guaranteed a right 
to education, she had no right to be educated at a particular school – she might have 
chosen a single-sex school where the jilbab would not be required, or a school where 
it was obligatory (378). 
 
Iraq, torture and the Ministry of Defence 
In April 2003, it had emerged that UK troops in Iraq had been torturing Iraqi prisoners 
by hooding them and using sensory deprivation. At the time it was thought that this 
practice did not violate the ECHR because it is a regional policy (applying only to 
practice within the EU), and, of course, Iraq is not in the EU (30). Hence, the Ministry 
of Defence was fairly confident that it would win a challenge over the right to life, 
made by relatives of Iraqis who had died at the hands of British soldiers (122, 123). In 
the meantime, the Daily Mail published pictures purporting to show mistreatment of 
Iraqi prisoners by British troops. Even though these were later reportedly proven to be 
forgeries, the coverage raised the profile of the issue. In any case, the Red Cross and 
Amnesty International had produced enough alternative evidence to show a high 
degree of mistreatment of Iraqi prisoners. Although Justice Collins gave Iraqi families 
the right to bring their judicial review case to the courts, he only allowed the 
applicants to discuss whether the ECHR was applicable to Iraq, not whether the UK 
government had violated the Iraqis’ the right to life (122).  In December 2004, the 
Guardian reported that the ECtHR judgment on the Mousa case meant that the 
government must investigate the unlawful killing of Iraqi civilians by UK soldiers – it 
deemed that the ECHR applies to the practices of members countries outside of their 
own jurisdiction (189). Phil Shiner was particularly happy with the outcome as it bode 
well for his other clients, and it meant that the UK would not be able to create its own 
version of Guantanamo Bay (190). In short, this confirmed that British troops are 
bound by the HRA, wherever they are stationed (191). Despite this, the High Court 
ruled that the Human Rights Act (1998) could not be applied to the behaviour of 
British soldiers outside of the UK, and there was no conviction against the soldiers 
responsible. Phil Shiner said that case should be handed over to the Crown 
Prosecution Service and considered the Ministry of Defence’s response as 
‘dilatoriness’ (251). The Court of Appeal subsequently ruled that the Human Rights 
Act should apply to British soldiers in Iraq, following the Mousa case, and the MoD 
was forced to launch an inquiry (355, 356). The Home Office lost its appeal to the 
House of Lords, which voted 4:1 that the UK was obligated to apply the ECHR to its 
practices in Iraq (484). Liberty was reportedly delighted with the outcome, which it 
said meant that there ‘could never be a British Guantanamo anywhere in the world’ 
(486). Subsequently, the attorney general called for an inquiry into how British troops 
came to use torture on Iraqi prisoners (493). 
 
However, it was reported in December 2007 that the Ministry of Defence had refused 
to set up an independent inquiry, and a High Court ruling prevented publication of 
details of the abuse of Iraqi prisoners. The Guardian itself challenged the ruling under 
Arts.2, 3 and 5 (518). Jacqui Smith slipped a clause into the new anti-terrorism bill 
that allowed for inquests on matters of state security to take place in the absence of a 
jury – this would mean that inquests into the deaths of victims such as Mousa would 
be avoidable in the future (526). 
 
A High Court case headed by Cherie Booth, in which she sought equal pay for Gurkas 
was successful, but the MoD won at the Court of Appeal, deeming that differential 
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payment of Gurkas was justified given the difference in costs of living in Britain and 
Nepal (22). This case probably got coverage because of the celebrity status of Cherie 
Booth. 
 
Prisoners 
Some stories have a hint of favouring criminals over the innocent, and it was such 
stories that led to a barrage of tabloid criticism of the ECHR. For example, on her 
release from prison, serial killer, Mary Bell, was granted life long anonymity under 
Art. 8 of the ECHR (34, 43). Similarly, an armed robber, Brendan Fearon, was given 
the opportunity to sue his victim because the victim had shot him during his burglary 
attempt (51). The tabloids also made a fuss over the successful campaign by prisoners 
rights organisations for prisoners to be granted the vote (108). The Hirst case was a 
successful ECtHR test case, after which UK law was overhauled to give prisoners the 
right to vote in national and European elections (259). Yet the UK government 
appeared slow to bring about the change, and was badgered by the Barred from 
Voting Campaign, which was, by March 2005, beginning to gain cross-parliamentary 
support (255). By November 2005, the Department of Constitutional Affairs had still 
not given prisoners the right to vote (324). However, it considered that those who had 
been convicted of ‘heinous’ offences – like Rose West and Ian Huntley – would 
remain excluded from voting (325). Tabloids considered that the Hirst judgment 
meant that we were ‘handing the nation over to criminals’ (328). 
 
Yet it has not all been positive news for prisoners. Liberty published a 300-page 
report that called for deaths in police custody and in prisons to be investigated 
independently and thoroughly (31). In April 2003, a ECtHR ruling granted a family 
22,900 Euros in compensation following the death of a family member who had 
passed away due to mismanagement of her heroin addiction whilst she was serving a 
four month prisoner sentence for theft (37). This may have swayed the judgment in 
the successful case of the family of Zahid Mubarek who was murdered by a known 
racist with whom he was sharing a cell. A full inquiry was granted, and the Prison 
Service almost immediately drafted new cell sharing agreements (76, 77). 
 
Blunkett tried to push through new guidelines to give parliament the right to set prison 
tariffs, removing the power of the judiciary to set them in a discretionary manner. The 
House of Lords declared that this was not compatible with the ECHR (39) and a 
feature article, published in May 2003 branded the new guidelines as ‘draconian’ and 
called on parliament to reject the package. A Court of Appeal case in January 2004 
ruled that fixed tariffs could not be applied to child murderers because the ECHR 
ruled that tariffs must be fixed by a judge and should be subject to periodic review 
(101). 


